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it Music Master for Christmas! A
1 gift the whole family will enjoy.
A gift that re- creates in pure.
audible tunes all that's best in

thought and entertainment, broadcast from five hundred stations daily.
Music Master -the musical instrument of raditi -- emhodies all of
the proved principles of sound re-

production.
The reproducing unit is extremely
sensitive and responds to the faintest impulses. The tone chamber is
heavy cast aluminum, unequaled
for developing sound waves free
from distortion. And the amplifying horn is natural wood. mellow
and resonant like a violin.
Have you heard Music Master?
Your dealer will be glad to demonstrate it for you, or to place one in
your home on trial.
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

!Rusk flIksßer Corporation
Makers and Distributors of High -Grads R..J"o Apfw.a..a

Tenth and Cherry Streets
Chicazo
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MODEL VIII

The New Music Master
Cabinet model, with "Full
floating" horn of violin
wood. possessing all the

w o n d erf it reproducing
qualities of the famous
horn type Music Master.
Powerful. sensitive unit;
heavy cast aluminum tone
chamber; handsome ma-

hogany cabinet.
Size 17% "110 "i10% ",

$35
Connect any

lIT?us1c 111?asxer
in place ut Headphones.
No batteries required. No

adjustments.
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Crosley

-

Head Phones
Better
Cost Less
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Better -Costs Less

Radio
THINK of the boundless delight of that dear old mother, confined to the house

Crosley Tbree Tube Model 52. $3000
witi
(r.41e, P..e. 145.7$

t.....

by the rigors of winter or the infirmities of age, when she listens in for the first
time on a Crosley Radio. Imagine the joy of the kiddies. when they awaken
you Christmas morning with the glad tidings that "Santa has brought us a Crosley
Radio." Then decide to make this a Crosley Christmas.

There can be no gift with greater possibilities for continued happiness than a Crosley
set. It carries Christmas along through the year, continually giving new thrills and
happiness, and bringing pleasant thoughts of the giver.
Crodey Trirdyn Regular. 585.00
i.t., ..e (.wL, Pt..r.1S0 75

e

It is a delight to operate a Crosley. The immediate response to the turn of the dials;
the clearness of reception from far distant points; the real ease with which local stations
may be tuned out; ail help to make Crosley reception distinctive and exceptionally
pleasurable. The very low cost at which this really remarkable radio performance can
be obtained places Crosley sets within the reach of all -the ideal Christmas gift.
The Crosley Trirdyn -in Regular. Special or Newport Cabinet as illustrated -has
especially opened the eyes of the radio world. Coming through the summer period of
rather poor reception with colors flying, the Trirdyn, with its original combination of
one stage of tuned radio frequency. regenerative detector and reflexed amplification, has
proven beyond a doubt that the features of selectivity. volume and ease of operation
can he obtained with three tubes better than heretofore has been possible with five.
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REDUCE
Operating Costs
Tiiiit.s:ANIs of people arc already cutting
their "W' Battery costs one -half, or even
two- thirds, by using the new Eveready
"B" Battery No. 770 on their heavy drain
sets.

/r

,71'

IV

f l
'

fl

niat

This new Eveready Heavy Duty Battery marks a marvelous advance in reducing "B" Battery costs.
If your "B" Batteries have lasted only
two months on a five or six tube receiver,
this Eveready Heavy Duty "B" Battery
will increase the service two to three times.
Use this Eveready Heavy Duty "B"
Battery on any receiving set on which the
"B" Batteries last less than four months.
When thus used to its full capacity, it is
the cheapest as well as the best source of

"B"

energy ever offered.
Ywrl.atord pd gsys.trtd

New York
('..Wla. Katl.nl Carts C... Llnll.d.

40010004.

by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Hrdp.rtnt lee Rafe Rrtery l.!..tise
San

INC.

Francisco

Towage. °Marla

EVEREADY

Radio Batteries
-they last longer
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Editorially Speaking
By

IHAVE been

a good deal conof Standards outlined a long
cerned lately by the growing
series of exhaustive tests
number of
through which they intended to
a d v ertiseput various types of batteries.
About
One of these was a "noise test."
"Current -Tap" ments of devices which are designed to take
This test was designed to classify and study the
Devices
both "A" and "B" battery current
supposed internal noises of run -down batteries.
directly from the alternating current house lighting
These noise tests were continued for two years. At
system. These outthe end of that
fits are now known
time, t h e results
were tabulated and
technically in the
it was found that
trade under the generic name of "cur there was not a
rent -tap devices."
single case of internal noises of batThe propaganda
us
THE worst menace to radio that has yet threatened
teries due to the
in favor of these
is the home -made super -heterodyne when it is coupled
fact the batteries
current -tap devices
to an outdoor antenna.
Last month I almost made myself very unpopular with
were run down. The
is following t h e
a large body of readers as well as manufacturers because
few cases of intersame lines that have
I had already prepared and had set in type an editorial
nal noise were dibeen followed by all
denouncing all makers and users of super- heterodyne kits.
rectly traceable to
other crazes in
However, just about the time we were going to press a
number of my friends with whom 1 talked it over conradio. In fact, radio
the fact that rough
vinced me that wholesale denunciation was not the way to
seems to be particuhandling or somehandle this question, and so I withdrew the editoriaL
larly and peculiarly
thing of that kind
There is apparently only one thing left that we can do
had caused a loose
a
succession of
in facing this menace, and that is to plead for the co-operacrazes. It is the
tion of owners of super-heterodyne outfits and get them
contact inside of
to realize that as long as they are operating their sets on
the batteries, and it
most remarkable
outdoor antennae, they are ruining radio reception for
was this bad congame of "follow the
ohter people within a good many miles of them.
tact that was causleader" that I have
The super -heterodyne, when operated on an indoor
ing the noise.
ever seen in indusloop, is not so offensive. Let me just state as simply as
possible what happens while you are using one of these
There is no such
try. The moment
supers and then, with this pictured clearly in your mind,
as a chemical
thing
any one gets out
you can decide for yourself what kind of radio citizen you
a run-down
noise
in
any sort of an idea,
want to be.

Easy With Those Supers, Folks!

everybody

else

rushes in to cash in
on it whether they

know anything
about it or not.
This same system is being followed with these current-tap devices.
Now let us con-

Let us take first the super -heterodyne operating on an
indoor loop. I will give you one example of an experience
which we had at Station 3XP and you can draw your
own conclusions.
About six months ago a prominent manufacturer who
was putting one of these kits on the market phoned me
and asked if he could bring the set out to Delanco to
show me what an excellent outfit he had. I naturally was
very much delighted to have him do so, as I like in this
way to keep in touch with all developments in the art.
It just happened that one of my neighbors had recently
put together one of this man's sets, and so I phoned the

. . r.t

tc .w
sider dispassionately the real situation
of these devices.
In almost all of
the advertising of such units, you will see the wildest
kind of statements about the "noises" in storage and
dry cell batteries. Such statements are either deliberately untrue or are the results of an ignorance so
abysmal that the publication is quite as culpable as a
deliberately untrue statement.
What is the truth about "noisy" batteries? In
the beginning of' the radio enthusiasm, the Bureau

so)

battery.

Such a fault as
a loose contact is
not peculiar to bat-

teries. It is peculiar
to every single instrument used in
radio and is just as
likely to take place
in a current -tap device as it is in a battery. Another view

which

should be

taken of this concerns the wild statements in advertising about the perfect current which is delivered by a current -tap device.
As a matter of strict fact, science cannot
produce any current which is as nearly perfect as
the current taken from a good battery, either storage
or dry cell. Every other device is merely an approximation of this battery current. Broadcasting
stations which are run on rectified AC or on

RADIO IN THE HOME
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MODEL VI (Illustrated)
Splendid for loud speaker reception
of distant stations. Selective, but
simple to tune. Anyone can use it.
Each station is always found at its
own setting on No. dial.Theothcr
dial regulates volume. Non- radiating -no squeals to annoy others.
Less Accessories
.
$105.00
5'vst of the Rockies
107.50
1

.

.

AHINT quietly

given to the Right
Party is likely to bring you this
royal gift. It's worth trying!

fisc tubes. Superselector long range radio frequency

MODEL XV.

model It curs right through local
Noa.casting anJ brings in distant
programs. Simple tuning ss i th unl y
two controls. Volume can he

controlled. Non-radiating.
Less Accessories.... S142.50
West of the Rockies
LIS o0

T H E

When you're out together, lead the
way so it takes you past the store
where KENNEDY Receivers arc on display. If you show interest in one, the
dealer will demonstrate it. Once a
KENNEDY IS heard, there is sure to be
a strong recommendation to Santa to
bring that set on Christmas Eve.

The KENNEDY tone quality is superb

C O L I N

B.

K E N N E D Y

and full rounded. It insures musically
pure reproduction of any program
within a good long range. No hollow
tones or distortion. No fussing or fishing for stations. Simply turn one dial
to a certain point, and there is the
station you want.
N. B. to Sawta- Nothing will bring a family
more hours of keen delight than a KENNEDY.
It keeps young folks home and older folks
happy. KENNEDY models are so troubleproof
that even a mechanical enthusiast can find

nothing to improve.

C O M P A N Y

.

_may
MODEL XI,Sheraton period ma-

hogany cabinet with satinwood
and ebony inlays Dials and metal
fittings finished in gold. Built-in
loud speaker. Combines the charm
of hoe furniture with the most ad, Amu' prineiplesof radiueunstruclion. Brings in out-of-town starions with loud speaker volume.
Logged tuning on one dial. Controlled volume. Nom- radiating.

Less Accessories
West of the Rockies

S a i n t

L

$185

.

tyu

o

u

i,r
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generators go to tremendous expense and trouble in
devices if they could be perfected, have worked with
order to filter out all of the noises of such currents in
them, have developed very wonderful laboratory
order to make them as nearly equal to battery operamodels, but have been convinced that the day is not
tion as is possible. But battery operation is the ideal
yet here when such devices can be put out upon the
and the standard and anything else must have its
market generally at a reasonable price, and yet so
success or its failure measured according to the
constructed that they can be guaranteed to work
under all conditions
nearness with
of current supply
which it approaches
and on all types of
a good battery.
app areceiving
So far as I know,
ratus.
there are only three
Welcome! Newcomers in
The three devices
of these current -tap
which
I have aldevices which even
NOTHING has pleased me more in resent months
are
ready
mentioned
approach the comthan to receive demands from my correspondents in
put out with this
mercial stage at the
all sections of the country fur hook-ups for the simplest
kind of radio set.
fully understood.
present time. These
To me, this means just one thing: radio is receiving,
They will work very
three devices are
this year, n great influx of people who have not heretofore
s a t i s f actorily, I
being put out by
been attracted by it.
should say, in 90
reputable firms who
Last winter the pessimists talked about the radio
per cent of the cases
market then being saturated. My claim was that the
are absolutely guarnot IO per cent yet sold.
really
was
radio
market
and the manufacanteeing the cusThis new demand for the simplest type of circuit
turers are perfectly
tomer's money back
proves that my point was probably well taken. We are
willing to return
if the device does
now getting into radio thousands of people who have been
to
it
purchaser's
becoming
attracted
t h e
who
are
today
holding
off
and
not work in his own
beause of the improvement in programs.
money in the other
home.
These people look over this magazine and see the
10 per cent where
months
Some
for
duplex neutrodynes, for superhetero-

Radio

hook -ups

inverse

they will not work.
ago I spoke of such
dynes, and for all of the elaborate outfits which the
for
these
not
ready
They
are
yet
advanced
fan
demands.
I simply want to
devices as these and
sets. They want to start just as you and I started with
here the
impress
I advised my readthe single -circuit regenerative set or even, perhaps, with
which
I gave
advice
ers very strongly
the crystal sct.
-seme months ago.
_then not to purThis demand is a very healthy sign. To me it is the
best sign that 1 have seen yet this season. 1t means that
Don't buy one of
chase any such deradio is beginning to be sold to the q.neral public.
these devices unless
vice unless it was
I am accordingly starting in this issue a series of just
there is an absolute
backed by an absosuch hook -ups as these folks demand. In the old days,
money-back guaraniron - clad
lutely
when we put together a regenerative set, our greatest
(Patlased es Pate U)
tee behind it. Don't
guarantee of money
buy it on the salesback-this guaranman's say -so. Most
tee to be made by a
these fly -by-night
of
firm whose standing
manufacturers do not even know the problems that
was unquestioned. Since then, dozens of fly -by-night
they are facing they are not enconcerns, gyp stores in various
gineers, and the engineers whom
sections of the country, unknown
dreamers in the realm of radio,
they may have on their payroll
developing these devices are not
and the whole fraternity of cetmen whose practical knowledge
Rich -Quick Wallingfords have
is so broad as to include all of the
come out with glaring announcedifficulties of the many different
ments that they have solved this
problem.
types of hook -ups and the many
different peculiarities of current
As a matter of fact, all of their
supply which are found in varidevices are based upon principles
ous sections of the country.
which have been known for many
J
I firmly believe that the day of
years to such concerns as the
the current-tap device will come.
Westinghouse, the General ElecI do not believe that it will ever
tric, the Western Electric and the
furnish the pure current given by
A. T. and T. All of these great
a good battery, but I believe the
firms, with limitless capital at
current which it will supply will
their disposal, with the greatest
be thoroughly satisfactory to the
engineering brains in the world
average radio fan, and he will
belo;tging to their staffs, with
prefer t h e (Continued oa Paige SS)
every incentive to perfect such
;
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sire to replace their old equipment
yEARS

to

a

AGO,

when Radio meant

little more than listening
through a set of headphones
phonograph record played a

few miles away, Magnavox developed the now famous electro- dynamic

Reproducer.
This instantly opened the door to
that astonishingly vast fund of free
musical entertainment, lectures, and
feature programs which Radio offers
the world today.
The name Magnavox now stands
for a great organization pledged to
the highest manufacturing standards, initiative in research, add policies insuring unequalled value to
the purchaser of any Magnavox instrument.
Especially important to the new
.radio user (arid also those who de-

with the latest and best apparatus
obtainable) are the remarkable cabinet receivers and storage battery
tubes now exhibited by Magnavox
dealers everywhere.

Magnavox Radio Products
Broadcast Receivers-A 5 -rube tuned radio frequency
circuit with Unit Tuner and Volume Control, in handsomely carved cabinets with and without built-in Mag.
navox Reproducer .

Vacuum Tubes-Amplifier and Detector Tubes designed
on new principles making them far superior to ordinary
storage battery tubes for all standard nets

Reproducers - Instruments of the electro- dynamic type
with Volume Control, and of the semi- dynamic type
requiring nu external battery, fur all vacuum tube re.
ceiving sets
Phonograph Attachment -The semi- dynamic Magnavox
Reproducer mechanism in a unit reads y attached to
any standard phonograph
.

.

Reliable dealers in every community are pre.
pared to demonstrate Magnavox Radio
equipment Catalog on request.

The MAGNAVOX COMPANY
OAKLAND

CALIFORNIA

350 West 31st Street
New York:
San Francisco: 274 Brannan Street
Canadian Distributors:
Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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THE FAMOUS 3XP!
The 3 -Tube Inverse Duplex Combining
Tuned Radio With This Super of Reflexes
This new arrangement of the Grimes System which created National enthusiasm
when first developed in the Laboratories of "Radio in the Home" and described in the June
and July Issues, is NOW, for the first time, produced for you in this Official Laboratory
Model.

Of course, the Inverse Duplex Principle is well recognized in these unique
outstanding features.

(1) The only Balanced Circuit.
(2) A Three -Tube System really giving Six -Tube Results.
(3) Natural Reproduction that only Inverse Duplex can give.
SPECIFICATIONS
Rubber-Hung Sockets
Stages of Tuned Radio Frequency
Chamber for Batteries
Tuned Fixed Detector
3- Control Selectivity
3 Stages Audio Frequency
Antenna and Ground Operation
Sloping Panel
Mahogany Cabinet
2

*NVERSE DUPIAX
Insures Natural Tone Qualitg
LY[R]tR

UnWCR

11T{wT3 1i7Ú[011n1) VN1W11G

INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM
Insures Natural Tone Quality
Lu».wd U.dr P.tu

Jobber s'

t

laved ud Pud Ins

Retail Price
(without accessories) only

territories are

being allotted very rapidly.

$85.00
Q

For further information apply to your jobber or direct to

DAVID GRIMES, Inc.
1571 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Strand Theatre Building

December, 1924
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GRIMES- FLEWELLING- HARKNESS
Associate Editors, Writing- for No Other Magazine

New Circuit

Fiewe1ling

is .iir. F'leu'elling's first announcement
of his lutent improvement and simplification
of the circuit which made his name famous in radio.
This article is intended primarily for the fans
who have already hooked up the original Flewelling
circuit and who are sufficiently familiar with the
operation of the old arrangement to be able to
adapt it to this new one. This article is also detailed to enable any fairly experienced radio fan to
get an introduction to one of the most fascinating
and mysterious circuits in rudiu.
Next month Mr. Flewelling will take up
more in detail the constructional data ant
will tell of some of the operating eharnrteristics of it.
H. M. N.
HF;MF,'

By

EDMUND T. FLEWELLING
.%

.lote

Editor of "Radio In the Rome."

JUST about two years ago

the subject of super -regeneration, or regeneration
carried to the utmost, was
brought before the public
by Edwin H. Armstrong,
a man who has been of
tremendous help to the
science of radio communication. Considerable work had been done
on this subject by such
nen as Turner and Bo;itho across the water
and by our own engineer,
Charles V. Log-wood. C. V.
Lugwood has done work of
inestimable value in the
radio field and now holds
priority and patent rights on
super-regeneration. I speak of
Logwood here because of the
above connection, and because I
shall have more to say of him in
future articles that T hope to write
for Radio in the Home, and I wish my
readers to become acquainted with the
name if not the man.
Being a bit familiar with the work of
these engineers I was more or less armed
to tackle the question myself and to the
dismay of my folks did tackle it. lncreas-

ing regeneration certainly does increase
the signal strength as you all know. How
many times though, have you wished that
you could go right on increasing it without
having your set start up with a howl of
protest? I imagine that every one who
has used a regenerative receiver had that
wish often.
Well, super- regeneration is the granting of the wish. It was the effort on
my part to accomplish this in a
simple manner that resulted in
the Flewelling circuit.
The circuit was published for
the first time in October,
1922, and because of its
simplicity immediately became quite popular, but I
felt that because of its
well -known trickiness in
operation its popularity
would be short- lived. It
had its day and we felt
was about to be among
those who have passed
by, when a cable came
from England asking for
full and complete details.

R. T. Flewelling at the test table at Station
,?X11, the laboratory of Radio in
the Home

France. Germany and Australia followed and before I
knew it, Flewelling circuits
were in use around the world.
Today finds, perhaps, more
of them in use than ever and I
suppose it can be considered the
most tricky and also the most delightful circuit known.
I say delightful because it seems continually to furnish new surprises to its
user. One never knows until told by the
announcer whether the station that is corning in is one or one thousand miles away.
Antenna, loops, grounds, etc., don't mean
much to the receiver, so that i shall recommend its use without any of them, hut a

All the material in this article is fully protected by the copyright lawn.
Permission to republish, either in whole or in part, will be cheerfully given providing the republication is fully credited to "RADIO IN THE HOME, Philadelphia." Otherwise this circuit and these instructions must not be used by other
publications nor in any other unauthorized manner.
H. M. N.
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ground and that only as you may care to
try it. Tricky because of apparatus unsuitable for the needs, because it seems so
hard to have it constructed exactly as per
directions and because of the exact circuit
used. The trickiness has been removed so
far as getting the set to function is concerned, but still remains in ail its glory so
far as concerns what station you will get on it.
I am going to describe in my article next
month the development
of the circuit through its
various stages, but in
order to whet your
appetite I shall show in
this article, a hitherto
unpublished modification
and improvement of the
Flewelling circuit. It is
an improvement that
makes it possible for
any one to build and
operate the circuit immediately without any
fuss or feathers provided, of course, they do not
go too far astray from
directions. First let me
describe some of the characteristics of the
receiver because you had better not build
it unless you know of them. Your neighbor,
who has heard of it, will say that it radiates and disturbs every other set in the
neighborhood, and he will be right if you
use it on an antenna, which you should not
Without an antenna, however. the
do.
radiating feature is entirely negligible and
can be dismissed.
During operation of the set there will
be heard a continuous high pitched whistle.
Here is the main characteristic of the circuit. The continuous whistle has made
audio amplification undesirable and thus
has automatically barred the receiver from
the position of a satisfactory quality music

RADIO IN THE HOME
You are building this receiver,
you know, for the pure fun and mystification that it contains and must overlook the

receptor.

whistle temporarily.
In succeeding articles I might be able to
show you how to remove the whistle, add
audio amplification and still do the mysterious things, but on the loud speaker in-
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stead of head phones. This is not a promise,
remember -just that it might be done, and
I speak of it to ask that you follow implicity the layout to be given so that
your set will not have to be thrown into
the discard for a better type.
Then next -what volume can you get
from one tube? Everything favorable and
and the set in good
humor, local stations often operate the loud
speaker quite decently,

distant stations also,
cause one has almost
same volume in this
ceiver as the other.
Consider n o w
plain single- circuit

be-

the

re-

the
re-

diagram
shown in Figure 1.
Familiarity with it
generative

l

means more or less abi:ity to handle the Flewelling circuit, because we
shall only cut a little
here and add a little to
it there and have for our
pains the circuit shown
in Figure 2. Flewelling
farts will recognize the
familiar .00G mfd. condenser, but will be
surprised at the location of the variable
grid leak in the connection marked "X,"
now fairly well known as the "X lead" in
the circuit.
Mention of "single circuit" probably
makes you say, "good -by, selectivity." He
warned here, my friends; 90 per cent of
your trouble will be that the circuit is so
selective that you will not handle it carefully enough to tune in even a local station
until you become accustomed to it. Besides
this we shall remove a bit of the single circuit feature as we go on.
Remembering that no antenna is to be
used, note that under no circumstances is
any connection other
Page .g)

Irlrrrl

Here is the plaint single -circuit regenerative
receiver familiar to every one

And here is the latest modification of the

famous Flewelling super -regenerative circuit

Pages 13-16 are missing in the original.
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to exaggerate the faults of the crystal detector and thereby deter you from building
this receiver because it is really a very excellent set and has most desirable qualities;
but there is no such thing as a perfect
crystal detector, and, no matter what mineral is used, it will burn out and lose its
sensitiveness after a few weeks. If you
continue to use a worn -out piece of mineral
in this set you will be disappointed in its
operation and you will probably lose your
temper each time you try to find the few

remaining sensitive points on the crystal.
However, if you are willing to accept
the fact that a crystal wears out and must
be replaced every few weeks, the operation
of your receiver will be comparatively
simple, althought not nearly as simple as
the vacuum tube detector set.
Before building the receiver I described
in this article I
Or....tinned on Pogo 41)
ceedingly simple to operate and will possess
none of the erratic, undesirable qualities
of the crystal set; moreover. you will receive stations with greater volume and will
pick up distant stations which you could
not possibly hear on the crystal set.
On the other hand, of course, the
vacuum tube detector set will cost you just
a little more to build and to maintain than
the crystal set, and the quality of reproduction will be slightly inferior.
If you choose to build the two -tube set
with crystal detector, as described in this
article, your receiver will reproduce broadcasting with a natural faithfulness and delightful perfection which few sets can equal.
The volume when receiving local stations
will be just right -loud enough, but not
too loud. On the other hand, your receiver
will not be nearly as good a "distance getter" as the vacuum tube detector set.

These photographs show various views of the commercial
form of the Harkness Counterfiex for two tubes and crystal
detector. The amateur would do well to make the changes
suggested in this article

that it will he impossible for
you to receive distant stations, as the average range of this two -tube set is about 1000
miles, but if it is " distance" you are after,
by all means build the three -tube set with
I do not mean

vacuum tube detector.
I recommend this two -tube crystal set
only to those who value quality more than
distance, and who value it so highly that
they are willing to accept and endure the
faults of the crystal detector rather than
sacrifice even a little quality to obtain the
greater ease of operation arid sensitiveness
of the vacuum tube detector. I do not wish
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The Two Tube Coirnterf1ex
By KENNETH HARKNESS
Associate Ed11ur ut "Radio
In the

Home"

IN THE preceding pages I have described

and shown photographs of a two -tube
Counterfiex receiver with crystal detector.
In the accompanying diagrams, each step in
the wiring of this receiver is clearly illustrated. In diagram No. 1, all the parts used
in the construction of this receiver are
shown and the layout of the apparatus is
roughly illustrated. As a matter of fact, the
telephone jack, rheostat and crystal detector are not actually visible when looking
down into the receiver, but it is necessary,
of course, to show these parts in the diagrams. The actual arrangement of the
(.NO.

AN1.

A-

3
%7

I'

1

r

3XP -Style Wire -Ups to Help the Novice
Who Cannot Understand the Symbole in
the Schematic Diagram Given on Page 16

apparatus is shown in the photographs with
the preceding article. In the first diagram,
part No. 1 is a strip of radion with four

binding posts mounted on it and soldering
lugs underneath. Nos. 2 and 3 are standard
tube sockets. No. 4 is the Harkness counter former Type T1, and No. 5 is Harkness
counterformer type T2. The winding specifications of the coils of these units were
given in the preceding pages. Nos. 6 and
7 are Harkness audio -frequency transformers. If you have other good audio -frequency

transformers on hand you may use them,
provided the ratio is not higher than 41/2

to 1. No. 8 is a .00025 mfd. fixed condenser.
No. 9 is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser. No. 10
is the Harkness counterdon, a three -plate

variable condenser made for this circuit.
Any vernier condenser, however, will operate satisfactorily, provided it covers the
necessary range of capacity. No. 11 is the
Harkness crystal detector. This detector is
described in the preceding article. No. 12
is a'15 -ohm rheostat. No. 13 is a single circuit filament control jack.
Diagrams Nos. 2 to 6 depict the actual
connections to be made between these various parts. each diagram illustrating the
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progressive stages in the wiring until it
is completed. The wiring should be performed in accordance with the instructions
given below:

Diagram No. 2
From positive filament binding post on
block No. 1 to positive filament terminal of
tube socket No. 2.
From positive filament terminal tube
socket No. 2 to positive filament terminal
tube socket No. 3.
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B-

A

From antenna binding post block No. 1
to one of the Fahnestock clips on counterformer No. 4. Use a flexible lead for this

connection.
From terminal No. 4 of counterformer
No. 4 to the rotor of the variable condenser
of Counterformer No. 4.
From terminal No. 4 of counterformer
No. 4 to "G" (grid) terminal of audio

transformer No. 7.
From stator of counterdon No. 10 to

CJ

wire connecting terminal No. 4 of counter former No. 4 and "G" (grid) terminal of
audio transformer No. 7.
Diagram No. 3
From negative filament terminal socket
No. 2 to negative filament terminal socket
No. 3.

From negative filament terminal socket

No. 3 to right -hand terminal of rheostat
No. 12.
From left -hand terminal of rheostat

No.4

B+

O
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n
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No. 12 to top blade of jack No. 13.
(By the "top" blade I refer to the blade

farthest from the frame of the jack, the

"bottom" blade being attached to the
frame itself.)
From next to top blade of jack No. 13
to negative filament binding post on block
No. 1.

From terminal No. 2 of counterformer
4 to wire connecting next to top blade
of jack No. 13 to negative filament binding

post on block No. 1.
From filament (F) terminal of audio
transformer No. 6 to filament (F) terminal
of audio transformer No. 7.
From wire connecting filament terminals
of audio transformers 6 and 7 to the wire
connecting next to top blade of jack 13 and
negative filament binding post of block
No. 1.

No.

ANT.

GND.

A-

B-

A+
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Connect one side of fixed condenser No.
directly to terminal No. 2 of counter-

former No. 4, using nu wire.
Connect opposite side of fixed condenser
No. 8 directly to terminal No. 4 of counterformer No. 4, using no wire.
Diagram No. 4
From terminal No. 3 of counterformer
No. 4 to the stator of the variable condenser
of counterformer No. 4.
From terminal No. 3 of counterformer
No. 4 to the grid terminal of tube socket
No. 3.

(continued er

Page 4!)
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Reflexin6 that Oscillating Set
recent Radio Conference, held under
the direction of Secretary Hoover, in
Washington, developed certain very definite feelings on the part of the delegates.
Those attending the sub -committee on
"Interference" were particularly convinced
that one certain nuisance of the ether had
to be overcome or the reaction against
radio would multiply rather than diminish.
Nor was this feeling confined entirely within the walls of the committee room. In
last month's article we touched upon this
increasing menace to radio, and
those of you who

By DAVID GRIMES

f11IIE

read the article
w i l l appreciate
the exasperating
annoyance
of
radiating regenerative receivers.
It has, too, a
more serious aspect than the disturbance the
whistling causes
us directly. It is
indirectly responsible for all the
spark interference from ships.
When the spark
nuisance was
brought up at the
radio conference,
the most damaging defense the
ship owners presented was the
fact that the
major portion of

ether

interfer-

.tnsocinte Editor of Nadia

In the

Home.

once at the present time was the whistling

from radiating regenerative receivers, and
not ships. The ship owners intimated that
until the broadcast listeners cleaned their
own house and eliminated these whistles

Below-Your single -tube set can be retfex-

ed, stopping radiation and increasing effi-

ciency at the same time

didn't have a ghost of a chance to
clean up the spark question. And it's a fact.
We're in a nice, strong position to demand
that some one else "get off" the air with
their interference, when we ourselves are
the worst offenders, aren't we?
This is in no way, shape, or manner, a
knock at regenerative receivers, but only
at that type designed to produce oscillations
in the antenna system, or to radiate. These
are, in reality, transmitters as well as receivers. And, according to law, you mustn't
they'

transmit without

a license. So you

are violating the

AERIAL

AMPIJIYING TUBI=

VOID COUPLER_

law as well. But
it is the easiest

thing

_

e
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in the
world to prevent
or reduce this
whistling interference of your
set to a negligible
minimum. It is
the object of this
article to show
you just what the
large manufacturers are doing
with their regenerators to enable
them to "keep the
peace."
About a year
ago, when Major
Armstrong, t h e
inventor of the

regenerative
principle, w a s
questioned in regard to this in-

herent whistling
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of his set, he stated that a muffling device
ought to be perfected to prevent the oscillations of the set from reaching the aerial
where they disturb others. He compared it
with a muffler on an automobile. Such
things, as you know, are now compelled by
law. This suggestion of Armstrong's led
to several companies adopting this feature;
so that now most of the expensive regenerative sets made by the reputable corn-

connect the plate and "B" battery of the
muffler tube to the aerial and ground posts
of the old set and reduce the number of
primary turns on the set down to four or
five.

It will be noticed that only 221/2 volts
are used on the plate of the radio tube. This
will suffice where the tube is used primarily
as a muffler and selector. if you desire to
obtain some amplification in addition, it is

panies incorporate the muffler idea. The Above-A "muffler" tube placed ahead of
the familiar "two- variometer" circuit
best radiation reducer so far proposed is
the nonoscillating radio -frequency tube.
This is connected between the aerial and
the regenerative detector, acting as a one - Below -The "muffler" tube can be refiexed
to give additional audio amplification
way amplifying device. It aids any signals
passing from the antenna to the set, but
stops any disturbance otherwise passing
from the set to the antenna. Of course, this
muffler tube must be in itself a nonoscillating tube. If this radio -frequency tube
squealed, it would be a worse offender than
the detector, because of the higher plate
voltage. This was fully discussed in the
article last month. With this tube working
properly, the set is greatly benefited -quite
different from an automobile muffler where
the power of the motor is reduced! The
radio -frequency stige thus employed increases the range of the set and greatly
improves the selectivity.
Figure 1 shows the method of installing
a radio muffler ahead of your regenerative
receiver that has worked out exceptionally
well in the majority of cases. Here the tube
is connected to the aerial by a standard
variocoupler with a tuning condenser
across it. The output of this tube is then
connected to the regenerative set by sonic
form of fixed coupling. This is usually acAS TRANS
complished by winding four of five turns
of wire around a honeycomb coil or next to
-%16
a variocoupler. In case a variocoupler is
employed, the regular primary is not used
unless it is tapped and four or five turns
only are utilized.
The rest of the circuit is just the well known two-variometer regenerative circuit suggested that 45 to 90 volts be connected
that has always been such a disturber of to this part of the circuit. The detector
the public peace. Of course. virtually the tube, however, should be left at 221/2 volts.
same scheme of connections on the radioFigure 2 shows a more complicated
frequency tube applies if you happen to be hook -up, involving the use of a reflexed
using a tickler coil regenerative system. In tube. This is given because it will enable
all of these devices it is merely necessary to
you to use your additional tube for audio
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amplification as well as for radio work. If
you are inexperienced in reflexing hookups, it is suggested that Figure 1 be tried
and its peculiarities thoroughly understood
before proceeding with Figure 2.
Ninety volts are necessary on the
muffler tube when used as an audio amplifier. Less than this will not give results
to warrant the expense of the additional
equipment.
The general defense for radiating regenerative receivers seems to be one of cost
A disturbing neighbor
and cost only!
excuses himself by saying that he has the
most efficient receiver his money will buy.
Possibly granting him his point, the day
has long since passed when a man may
remove his muffler to obtain slightly more
power from his automobile. Such a machine
is a public nuisance.
The sad part of radio reception today is
that the fellow with the cheap squawky
radiator can disturb the program of literally hundreds of expensive set owners. The
greatest objection we have found to Figure
It
1 is this question of dollars and cents.
means adding another tube, socket, rheostat, coupler, etc. Many of you may be reluctant about adding this unless you can
use the arrangement for audio amplification as in Figure 2.
Incidentally, many of the radiating regenerative receivers already employ additional tubes for audio amplification. This
greatly simplifies the expense question because one of the audio stages may be employed as the muffler tube.
But if you possess only a tube set and
positively refuse to go into more, we still
believe, in spite of this, that you will want
to do something to stop yourself from being
a disturber of the peace.
For this purpose, Figure 3 comes to our
rescue. This is the well -known one -tube
reflex as developed by Schloemilch and Von
Bronk, back in 1913. This has always met
with great favor over in Europe. It has

-

.

II
only recently come into its own here. The
distance range of this set depends a great
deal on the sensitivity of the crystal detector. We have had sets like this that
equaled any regenerative receiver on distance and greatly excelled them on local
reception. Incidentally (c.no...e nn
a)
,.ag,.
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Chasing Up the WKisfler

By BRAINARD FO(YTh:

little knob is the tirkler control
and despite its small size causes
The

more trouble in radio receiving than
most of us realize. Don't use it too
much and you'll have less whistling

and squealing

7

i-

r,

You don't have to be a professor of
physics to try this experiment. Two
weights on threads of unequal length
are caused to swing. The threads
move a cross-beam carrying a central painter. When the weights "get
into. step" the pointer moves to form
a single "beat." The whistle in your
receiving set is a slow vibration
similarly made up of two rapid

vibrations

IF

YOU'VE become a radio fan, the word
"whistle" has taken on deeper and more

A "squeal" has
impressive significance.
ceased to be an expletive delegated solely to
Mr. Porker. And "howling" no longer refers exclusively to canine conversations
with the full moon, but suggests the
winter's wind moaning about the chimney
or the last complaints of a lust soul.
Some of these characteristic radio
noises, you discover, will commence at your
bidding-starting with a squeak way up
high, chirping merrily down the scale to
silence and then swooping up again in the
reverse order as you twist your dial past
the wave -length mark.
Other whistles, however, come and go
as they will, and your efforts to catch them
and put them out of business are totally
unavailing. These peculiarities, you prob-

realize, indicate
that some of this canary bird music originates
within your own receiving
apparatus, while the rest of

ably

it

comes down the lead -in

from the great unknown.
Naturally you don't enjoy
such disturbances, but you possibly find that the whistles which
are plainly under your own control
seem often valuable as guide posts during
the "tuning -in" procedure. Not that the
whistle is essential for securing the correct
dial adjustment, but it seems to help you a
lot and you therefore restrain your impatience when you hear it. While that same
whistle helps you somewhat to locate your
station, have you ever really understood
what it does to every other listener on that

wave length within a mile or so of you
That's what you ought to know before
you "hunt the whistle" too industriously
this winter. What is the reason for thi.:
howling and squealing, anyway? Well, to
bring home the idea ,cnn,,,,n.d on rage
4,,
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is

large enough to accommodate a group of
artists or jazz hand.
11 is here
that Fred
Smith, studio director
of the Crosley WLW
broadcatating

station,

has his office

-A

Circle
large auditorium has been provided for the visitors

who nightly corne to
the
Crosley WLW

broadcasting

studios.

Visitors are separated
from the artist by a
heavy glass partition
but are able to hear
what is going on in
the solo and ensemble
studios through loud
speakers

New shdosLady

ref'WLF Sorrier
141OR more

than two decades radio has

been growing.

Marconi carne to America in 1904 in the
interest of wireless. Like many scientists,
he found himself face to face with skeptics.
What could wireless do? How far would
it reach? Other questions were asked him
and one of his replies was to the effect that
wireless probably would reach some twenty
miles.
Think of it: twenty miles could be
spanned in the air twenty years ago! And
then it was doubtful. Today it is possible
to transmit from a point and have the sound

Below - - 11 u n d s, orchestras and la r g e
groups of artists can be

comfortably arranged in
the ensemble studio ut
WI.W. Everything possible has been done to
give perfect accoustical

quality

to

the speeches

and music. The draperies of heavy Monks
cloth aad a specially
treated peeling do away
with any reverberation

of the human voice reach around the world.
And we marvel not at this achievement. It

is taken for granted that with our receiver
in New York City we can turn the dial and
hear the music and voices in California.
Perhaps we feel annoyed when some station

only fifty miles away interferes with our
reception although that station is being
heard by listeners in some far western
State. And Marconi said wireless might
reach twenty miles.
Dedication of the new WLW broadcasting studios -of the Crosley Radio Corporation in Cincinnati was a notable achievement for the art that is supposed by many
to he new.
While these studios are the very latest
design and have the most modern developments of 1924, to be bromidic, they are hut
the infants of the radio industry.
Powel Crosley, Jr., head of the corporation which bears his name, has given to the
radio world the most beautiful studios and
an auditorium that surpasses anything of
the kind in radio (c nu .a on r,.e 61
)
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Left- Visitors

in the auditorium of the Crosley
WLW studios may watch the artists broadcast.
The plate -glass partition extends along one side
of this large auditorium and loud speakers provide
the spectators with the same program that is heard
by the radio audience

Right

-It

is in

this

triangular -shaped

room, located between
the solo and ensemble

studios, that the amplifier and microphone
switches are located.
The operator has a
view of both studios
from this room and
operates the telephone
lines which carry the
voice from them to
the transmitting station some miles away

Circle -The newly developed
microphone
stands in the Cronley
WLW
studios do

away with any wait
between numbers.
Two signs, "Prepare"
and "Broadcast" are
illuminated as required and there is no
loss of time between
numbers, as one microphone in the solo
studio is open to
"Broadcast" while
the one in the ensemble studio informs the
musicians to "Prepare." Fred Smith,
studio director, is
shown using one of

these

new microphones

-

Right
Ancient and
modern science combined in the auditorium of the Crosley
WLW studios is found
in the furniture and
n e w broadcasting
equipment. Temperamental artists find
surroundings to their
liking in the new studios and auditorium
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By G. P. Ai.I.EN
NI* M.

h:n¢Innd Ilry.reaen^.nfl . of Radio

In the

Hom.,

Above is a view of the towers and antenna of Station
WEEI, Roston
-Big
Bob F,méry, program director of
Brother
Circle
WEE!, other-wise known as "BE"
Below is a view of the main studio of WEEI, on the
fourth floor of the Edison Building

NOW don't get alarmed at the title above!
This is not a general survey of the

broadcasting stations, but merely an attempt to get you acquainted with the new
station that has made its debut in New
England.
WEM and WTAT are the two stations
of the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-

pany, of Boston. WTAT, like most small
brothers, is known to the intimate friends
of the family, but not to the widening
circle of friends that WEFT is making outside New England. The circle really is
widening, for in the first week of broadcasting, WEEI was heard in Southgate, England, by a friend of one of the artista, who
immediately cabled. Reports have come
from as far south as Cuba and Porto Rico;
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from Canada on the north and from South
Dakota and Nebraska on the west.
Perhaps it is not fair to call WTAT, the
100-watt portable station of the Edison
Company, "little brother," for while it is
small in size, it has been in existence for a
year, and little brothers are generally
younger than their other brothers. The
station, which is a 2A, 100-watt Western
Electric transmitter, is self- contained in a
special body on a Reo speed wagon and is
the only one of its kind in the country. It
is used when it is impracticable to use the
customary pick -up apparatus usually employed by the broadcasting stations. Upon
arrival at the scene of activity the aerial is
mounted on two convenient supports. The
ground is a metal pin driven into the earth
if no better one is available. Transmission
is done directly from its own antenna on a
wave length of 244 meters.
The most spectacular work of this outfit
was putting on the air the speech of Theodore Roosevelt, from Oyster Bay, when he
accepted the nomination of the Republican
party to run for Governor of New York
this fall. It was not possible to secure the
services of WEAF, so in response to a call,
WTAT left the service station at seven one

WTAT, the portable transmitter as it stands in the
service station awaiting a call
Below is a view of a corner of the reception room of

Station WEE!

,ti

The chief and part of his gang. Working
the famous left -to -right act, they are:
Rear row - -P. W. Pratt, "FZ," chief operator; "Matty," R. W. Mathewson, operator
"CV," and Purcell, chief of operating division. Middle row -"Uncle Eddie" Dunham,
studio director; "Whit," Lewis Whitcomb,

assistant superintendent; "Chief" Charles
Burton, superintendent; Bob Emery, programme director; W. M. Hentz, operator.
Front row-Miss Dorothy Blackwell,
broadcasting department; Miss Marjorie
11 rew, program department

night arriving at Oyster Bay at ten- thirty
the next morning, where it broadcast
Roosevelt's speech.

¡Continued on

r...

41)
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SOME time ago an article appeared in
this magazine which was entitled, "A
Favorite Circuit Simplified," which was
written by myself. 1 have always thought
that there was a genuine demand on the
part of radio fans, for real good circuits
not a rehashed version of old circuits with
extra parts and a new name, but the real
tried and tested circuits, which have been
in use for so long that they have come to
be known as "standard" circuits.
Circuits may come and circuits may go,
but these seem to remain with us year in
and year out. There is only one reason for
this-t}e circuits are good. Of that there
can be no question.
These circuits had several drawbacks.
They have had as a rule too many controls,
too many parts, or were rather complicated
to build. I have tried the originals of all
these circuits and have liked the way they
worked, but I did not like the five or six
controls which were incorporated -in the
tuning systems. I believe that our modern

-

Another
Favorite
Circuit
Simplified
by
`IalFrttncis Goodreau

r

receivers should have two or at the most
three controls.
With that idea in mind, I have been
working with standard circuits for some
time, trying to simplify them in construction and operation without any sacrifice
of volume, selectivity or range as compared
with the original. This has not been easy;
it has required much experimental work,
and many hours of testing different ideas
before the desired results were obtained.
But H. M. N. wrote me that he was receiving many requests from new readers
for just this sort of thing and so I have
stuck to the work.
When the desired results were secured,
they more than justified the time and labor
spent. But I would like to say that the desired results were secured only when the
highest grade of parts were used, and the
set was built in accordance with the well known rules of radio construction. Poor
quality parts and a poor wiring job will
not make a set to equal the original circuit.
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If you are to simplify standard circuits, you
must use the best of parts, as you are expecting as much of the few parts you are
using as you have been getting from the
many parts used in the standard sets.
You will notice that despite the fact that
fewer parts and fewer controls are used,
the fundamental wiring diagram remains
the same. No changes are made in the
standard circuit; the only changes are in
the parts.
Many new circuits, so- called, are appearing every day, but if you will study
them, you will find the same old circuits
and some changes in wiring and a few
extra parts that usually do not improve
the circuit, but sometimes make it worse.
I do not believe in this practice, and for
that reason I always state in my articles,
when it is true, that this is a standard
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circuit. Whenever possible I prefer to
simplify, not complicate, these circuits, for
I believe that what the radio fan desires
of his receiver is contained in this one
word, RESULTS. And for that purpose
these simplifications have been made.
To build this receiver I used the following parts:
1 Electrad verni tuner.
1 Kellogg variometer.
2
1
1

l
1

Kellogg sockets.

Pacent 30-ohm rheostat.
Pacent 6 -ohm rheostat.
Electrad variohm (variable grid
leak).
Dubilier grid condenser, capacity
.00025 mf.

1
1

All American or Kellogg audio

former.
Pacent open .circuit jack.

trans-

1

7
1

1

Paceht double circuit jack.
Eby binding posts.
Panel, radion mahoganite or black,
7x18x3 -16.
Baseboard.

Dials.
Fixed condenser, capacity .002 inf.
I have often been asked why I mentioned
certain makes of parts in my articles. This
is the one and only reason: to guide you in
your selection, so that you will be able to
get the most from your receiver.
The listing of the parts mentioned does
not mean that the particular parts are the
best in the world, but that they rank among
the best, and that these parts mentioned
have been tested in actual receiving service
and found to be good. I will never list parts
that have not been tried by myself or
2

H. M. N. at Station

(Continued

ow
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Miss Agnes Leonard, now appearing in Earl Car -

roll's

"Vanities"

in New York. Miss

Leonard's ukulele

and bedtime songs
have endeared her
to

thousands
kiddies

of

J

NoWoder the Kiddies Love Her
"All little girlies

anti all little boys,

If you'll listen a moment or so
On your radio
ru sing some songs I know.

I'd like to go to see you, you know
And see all your playthings.
Rut! O!
You live too

far away,

just for today
Listen on your radio."
So

THUS sings Agnes Leonard in her
charming soprano as she softly strums
the black walnut ukulele, which her brother
made when he was fifteen.
Agnes loves kiddies. Indeed she planned
to be a kindergartner, and, after finishing
the course in Newark State Normal School,
she taught a class in Glendale, N. J., for a
year. But Agnes is far too attractive and
versatile to be confined within classroom
walls, even for the sake of being with her
beloved little ones.
So while she does the dozen other
things which make her life interesting, she

By MARY GRAY REED
keeps close to the children, trotting off
night after night to WJZ or WOR, where
she sings to them the delightful little compositions which are her own original work.
And if you doubt Although I don't see
how you can -that the kiddies love her
songs and her voice and the tinkle of her
ukulele, you should see the scrapbook of
letters which they have written to her. For
all over the country, when it comes seven
o'clock in the evening, "all little girlies and
all little boys" push daddy and mother away
from the earphones and give themselves up
to a half hour of delight.
It is no wonder that Agnes Leonard can
"soothe the savage breast," for her entire
family can do the same thing.
There is her father, Tor instance, a college professor, who can play seven instruments, and her mother who is an excellent
pianist. Then there is friend brother who
made the ukulele and who now has his own

orchestra down in Shaffer's Grill, at Lake
Hopatcong. An older brother, who was a
radio operator and aviator, could play six
instruments, and at the time of his death
was saxaphoning in Panama. And even
little sister plays her ukulele as well as the
piano and sings sister -songs with Agnes.
How's that for a family?
What are some of these dozen -and -one
activities which took Agnes Leonard out of
the kindergarten? Perhaps you won't believe it at all when I tell them to you, but
I've seen her do these things so I know
they're true.
I suppose I really began at the wrong
end of things; I really should have introduced this little lady with her gorgeous mop
of curly, brown hair, enormous gray eyes
with their black fringe, and the most dazzling row of teeth on the Atlantic seaboard.
Maybe you would have recognized her more
quickly if I had presented her as "Miss
Coney Island," for this fall she won first
prize in the bathing
c.u...a o p... at)
(
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given glamour to sleepy evening hours ever since man discovered
that Love and a Fire on the Hearth mean Home.
Uncle John turned down the lights in the studio atop the
Times Building far above the tides of life which roar and rattle
through the streets of our "City of the Angels." There was soft
silence for awhile-and then Cricket, forgetting the lack of fire,
began to chirp!

Uncle John took him to the microphone and introduced his
new singer to Radioland. The cricket sang every night thereafter
to two million listeners.

A month after the cricket first sang. Uncle John received half
dozen letters from Australia -6000 miles from KHJ -and these
letters told how English people in the interior of the southern continent had laughed and then cried, to hear the voice of their childhood friend borne over the magical waves of ether to little settlements near the edge of the world.
Such is the magic of Radio which makes all the world one
Hearth and gives even the humble cricket an audience which no
orator in the world, be his voice ever so powerful, could have
reached five years ago.
Radioland is man's new invisible republic. It has come upon
Poets and prophets have said that
us softly "in the clouds."
"heaven is all about us
statement which Radio has scientifically proved true.
But there is more to heaven than what we see now. There
are wonders in Radio not yet manifest.
Radioland will give the people what they want. Ask Radio
for the lovely things in music, for the dream of poet and prophet,
for the joyful songs of youth, for all innocent merriment. Ask
and Radio will respond.
a

By PETER GRAY WOLF
Illugtration

by

Arthur Henderson

THE story was told to me by Uncle John of KHJ -the Los
Angeles Times.
One day he received from a child friend the gift of a bunch
of wild flowers. On putting them in water, Uncle John discovered
a cricket.
To the cold -blooded scientist a cricket is merely "an
infect belonging to the order orthoptera, the group saltataria, and
the family achetador." Not so to Uncle John, the man who had
the genius to know that a new "international nation" has been
born and to christen it Radioland.
To Uncle John a cricket is the Singer on the Hearth which has

"-a

-

We are today in the outer courts of the temple of Radio.
inner secrets are not yet revealed.

The
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Why Purchase a Fine Radio Sd
and be Satisfied with a Less Fine
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io1e Radio Investment

jLoud Speaker
d

in.

a Beautiful Cabinet

Beautiful Loud Speaker?
unsurpassed tone purity, naturalness and
volume. You should hear them. Your
dealer will be glad to demonstrate Timmons Talkers in comparison with other
loud speakers.

In purchasing radio equipment, remember that the loud speaker is the final expression of the radio set. No loud speaker
can make a poor set good, but a poor loud
speaker can certainly mar the reproduction of even a good radio set. A loud
speaker to reproduce all the delicate tone
shadings -- naturalness -is of necessity a
piece of precision apparatus. And making such apparatus requires the finest
engineering skill and experience as well
as the best mechanical equipment, highly
skilled workmen, constant supervision
and testing. Naturally such quality and care cannot be
built into a loud speaker to be sold on price alone.

Dealers Are Now Receiving More
B- Lintinators Which Take the
Place of "B" Batteries
So tremendous has been the demand for
B- Liminators that we have not been able
to ship most dealers enough to make immediate deliveries to every one. Now,
however, with hundreds of. B- Liminators

leaving our plant every day, your dealer

Then there is the question of appearance. It is inevitable
that loud speaker design will follow that same evolution
experienced in phonograph design; entirely housing the
exposed horn and mechanism in beautiful cabinets. The
Radio Public has turned to Timmons Talkers because it is
economy to purchase a cabinet type speaker which will be
in perfect taste when all radio apparatus has become fine
furniture. Timmons Talkers are the pioneers of the cabinet
type. There are two types, Adjustable $35 and Non- adjustable $18. Little need be said about the excellence of Timmons Talkers. They have an established reputation for

can fill orders more rapidly:

We'll be glad to send folders on Timmons
Talkers and Timmons B- Iiminators.
Remember that all Timmons Radio
Products are sold under an absolute guarantee, so that all jobbers and dealers are
authorized to return the purchase price
of any Talker or B- Liminator that may
not operate to the purchaser's complete
satisfaction.

TIMMONS RADIO PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
GERMANTOWN
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Another Favorite Circuit
Simplified
(Continued
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ihe RESISTANCE UNIT
--cXccurate and úicient,

AnewDubilierProduct
The Dubilier engineers have perfected a resistance
unit that is at once efficient. accurate and constant

3X P. This is to assure you that you
can depend on the parts mentioned.
I have also been asked if I receive
money from the various manufac-

turers for mentioning their parts in
connection with my articles. I wish
to say in reply to that, that I have
never received onP penny from any
manufacturer for this service, and
that any recommendation I may make
is math on merit alone. I recommend
these parts to help you secure the hest
results from your set, and these
recommendations will be given to
any good make of parts, but such
recommendations are not for sale.
You will notice in the picture where
the parts are mounted. I like this
arrangement very well, but you may

Prom

fate

!V

hooked up before you connect the "B"
battery. If the tubes light O. K. and
everything seems to be as it should
be, you may connect the "B" battery.
It is best with this particular set to
use only 221/2 volts on the detector,
but this depends somewhat on the tube
you one. If you use UV201 -A or 199
for a detector you may use higher
voltages. The amplifier voltage may
If you
be from 45 to 90 or more.
desire quality, rather than noise, it is
best to use moderate voltages on both
tubes.
Connect antenna and ground. Set
condenser dial on zero, and variometer dial at about ten. Turn condenser dial slowly from zero to about
twenty. If no signals are heard ad-

A good resistance unit will not change in resistance
value with age. If it is marked 2 megohms, it should
have that same value to within commercial tolerance,
after months of use.

It is easy to design a resistance unit. but it has
taken us years to produce one that is right -quiet,
efficient and constant.
'You will find that the Dubilier Resistance Unit
greatly increases the range and efficiency of your set

For

Address

a

descriptit'e folder

45-47 West 4th

Street. New York

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION
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HEATH RADIO & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
205 First Street. Newark, N. J.

Lacluu. maul tan htrtrtbuton-- Ycon. winless

suggest one improvement if you are
going to use this for a cabinet receiver -that is, put all binding posts
on the rear of the baseboard so that
they will not be seen from the front
of the set.
In wiring, I have used bus har
in this set, covering the filament wires
with rubber tubing. I have also used
this rubber tubing at any place where
there was a possibility of a short
circuit. You may use bus Isar or
cotton -covered wire about No. 18.
H. M. N. has already told you that he

always uses Celatsite wire at Station
3XP.

r1.
.

aS

You will notice in my arrangement
that the plate wires are up at the
top of the panel, and that filament
and grid wires are at the bottom.
This is a good arrangement. I can

Telegraph

C

.

Ltd.. Montreal, Canad

When you have done the wiring and
are ready to test the set, place the
tubes in the sockets and connect the
batteries. It is always best to connect the "A" battery first and make
sure the filament circuit is correctly

i

variometer dial and turn Grindenser dial slowly from twenty to
forty. Repeat this until stations are
heard.
When a station is heard turn condenser dial until signals are loudest,
then adjust variometer dial for best
results.
Sometimes a slight adjustment of detector rheostat will help.
Improperly handled, this set will
radiate, so please do not advance the
variometer dial too far, because if you
do you will spoil the concert for your
neighbors. When you yourself hear
u whistle, you will know your set is
Vance

radiating.

I shall be glad to hear from any
one building this set. If you have any

trouble of any kind with it I shall be
glad to help you. Please address me
I
in care of Radio in the Home.
should also like to know what other
circuits you would like to see simplifled.

And now let us turn to the details
of wiring this set. Those who understand something about radio can use
my schematic diagram; beginners will
find the 3XP -Style Wire -Ups simpler
and easier to follow:

NOTE: In the 1XP Wire-Ups, we
have shown the variable condense;
and the roil of the tuning unit aupar
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'A'

Battery oa Charge
Philee
To connect the battery to your receiving art lust pull out plug
leo
Chatter
from receptacle
reoep(tacht (U. (You canooperate Ph Ces er
so)d ,...h
batteries In the same convenient tuition I
Philco Double Charger (or 6-volt "A" hatteriee and all
216 00
batteries
Philer Single Charger for dry -eel! tube 'A" batteries and all
B.. batteries
(2) and Il).
Pries. include plug, end receptacles

B"

.

I.

.

Built-in Charge
Indicator

Il.a.0 "A"

u the batten
charged. and alek ts
battery,. discharged

Bal!. that
la

Type [7086
btBattery
tuh.. Arl.tight gla.r...
rit

Foret

the

built -in Charge Indicator. Prue

W

.

For Radio
'B'

Philco
Battery
StOry 'f1
e.. n'ai Cr eyal
sad dntnt
reptton i9i4n'B Batteri..
It.y.iean ndáry. Chary, whhout dtvonnrrl.
ng..oyl.wi.e l'.eaPhllaa Charger el.d'B
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IQ yolb
rla
.
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.
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m
So

Fuck,. "Dry Cell Replacement"
Rechargeable "A' Barter..

This storye battery enable. you to get the most
oat of dry..ell lab.+ BudtinCMrge Indu.tor.
Charged with
Phika Charger I09.3. without

Wasoea.nlna any wirer.

Pie.

Easy to operate as the
Philco in your car
spill-proof glass cases -or in wood cases finished in beautiful Adam-brown mahogany.

Recharging a Philco Radio Battery with a
Philco NOISELESS Charger means merely
pulling a plug from your radio socket and pushing it into the charger socket. See sketch above.
No changing wires. No moving the battery.
No worry about burning out tubes by getting
positive and negative wires mixed.
Philco Radio Batteries -both "A and "B"
-have other big advantages that make storage battery operation easy, convenient and
economical.
They are assembled in at tractive, acit -tight,

Wald

They have exclusive Charge Indicators that
tell you at a glance how far the battery is

charged or discharged.
They deliver strong, non- rippling current
without hum, roar or buzz -the absolute
essential for clear and distant radio reception.
You can buy Philco Radio Batteries at yout
nearest Philco Service Station, Radio or Music
Dealer.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

t ,EE'
"

IMOTOR CAR OWNERS
I1

-

the danger and humiliations of battery
aVoid
failure by installing high-puwered, long -lite
Philco Diamond Grid Batteries. With Philco Retainers, they are GUARANTEED FOR
TWO YEARS. Philco -made automobile batteries range in exchange price from $14 95 up.
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ately for those who already have a
variable condenser of about .000$5
capacity and who like to wind their
own coils. This tuning unit may be
wound on the same piece of tubing in
the manner shown in the diagram.
The ten turns of the primary are put

first with the two ends firmly
fastened and brought out for connection to aerial and ground. The secondary is wound on the same form,
with a space of about an eighth of an
inch between primary and secondary.
It is wise to bring out the two ends
of the secondary on the opposite silo
of the two ends of the primary as we
show in the drawing. We are also
following Mr. Goodreau's suggestion
on

-

of showing the binding posts un the

And it comes in

baseboard.

H. M. N.

like Velvet
There Is nn Mellon whistle on the efanetlehl Model 7
Ym, hear no
erined'
snrgeatlnn of noise of any kind. You slowly
turn the dials and the music coulee In Ilke velvet.

"air rush."

nov

l'fnetiohl lon

ago made up his mind that it ought nut to In netr...ry
to Invent methods of etoPtIng howl. and once! In radio sets----It Aught not
to h. necessary to neutralize or Introduce the costly W... of potentiometer
untrol
his ph yglclit'a lafralbry
w
he developed delicate Instrument with
twhich he explored all Ili. Invisible
magnetic and elrnru- static field. in
sgndard set.. And he discovered that diatortlnn and nnlee were primarily
the results of clashing aeld that Interfered with each other.
adduced to
simplest terms. he found that then. dlnedvntge were due to Inefficient
design of toils and faulty placement of part. With thew two errors corrrlcd. no other c mirn.a tlon w . necessary or w
--fur all rmgeoaU.n mesa..
A
valuable

In

lw.f

raen,.

dlrble

red IYan.tlehl Model 7 eudn,1i.s his solution of thew problems. It Is
a totally new nrelern. in.orporeeing two stag. of tuned radin frequency
tube detector and two square u( audio .mpllncatlon -law ratio. of course.
to give perfect oullty with All the suturo. desired
.

Layout of Apparatus
Diagram
1. Strip of insulating material containing seven binding posts.
2. Tuning unit if home -made. (If
you huy one Of the manufactured tuning units with the variable condenser
already attached. then coils 2 and
variable condenser 6 will all be in one
instrument, and the wiring will be
done as later noted.)
3. Grid condenser .00025 mfd. and
grid leak.
4. Fixed condenser .002 mfd.
5. Audio-frequency transformer.
No. 1,

8.

Variable condenser about .00035

mfd.

7. Any good high -grade vnriometcr.
8.
9.

Tube socket.
Rheostat for detector tube.

wire or can be run directly to the
same positive filament binding post
on socket No. 11.
6. From unconnected post on rheostat No. 12 to negative filament connection on socket No. 11.
7. From unconnected post on rheostat No. 9 to negative filament post on
socket No. 8.
8. From grid binding post on transformer 5 to grid binding post on
socket 11.
9. From filament binding post on
transformer No. 5 a wire is run to
the original binding post of rheostat
No. 12 or is connected at any point
on the negative filament line. It can

be run direct to the minus A binding
post on the binding post block if so
desired.

Diagram No. 3, the Tuning Unit
1.
From antenna binding post on
the binding post block to the connection on the Verni -Tuner marked A
or to the aerial lead of the primary
of your home -wound tuner.
2.

From the ground binding post

on the binding post block a wire is
run to the post on the Verni -Tuner
marked G or to the ground lead of
the primary of your home -wound coil.

3. From the variable condenser of
the Verni -Tuner marked F a wire is
connected to the positive A binding
post on the binding post block.
4. From the other condenser post
of the Verni -Tuner a wire is connected to the left-hand side of the grid

leak and condenser.

And. with the other Improvementa rame the great step forward which
Jokes all the ruerwork cal of taping -which make. 11
perfectly simple
utter for the merest novice to bring In the desired station as easily and
meets. se he can produce
tune by putting a te. ,.rd VII hie phonnaraph

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY
HIGHLAND PARK, ILLINOIS

10.

11.
12.
13.

Double circuit jack.
Tube socket.

With the home -made coil shown in
the

Rheostat for amplifier tube.
Open circuit jack.
Diagram No. 2, Filament I.eada
1.
From negative A binding po
on binding post block over to one si
of rheostat No. 9.
2. From that hume side of rheostat
No. 9 to the identical side of rheostat
'

There are three large dials which ere turn./ Idenor to the eagle number. for any given station.
Title mean. that to receive on any u
e Length'
You need to know hot u
number. 11e That number la
riven by the "Station Finder." On It. lower wale.
read the w ve length" of the station desired Directly
bus read the number at which the thy.. large dial.
are all to be net to secure reveollon. Tuning May
finally he /sharpened by Iwane of the Vernier knob.
The women. children. ' "old folk." aovlce and
all who want
and want them promptly may
enl y the Pfan.tiehl Model
Iwaua. the "Station
Finder" take. the glleswnrk out of tuning.

tblly.
Sugp Allen la

It will pay you to
get In touch with
This now
at olvc.
+t e ni noble ihe

u

greatest promise
radin today

In

r

tult.,

No. 12.
3.

minus
block.

From plus A binding post to
H binding post on binding post

4. From positive A binding post on
the binding post block over to positive
filament connection on tube socket

No. 11.
5.

From positive filament binding

post on socket No. 8 a wire is ctmnected at any place along the former

far

diagram this will
as the

be

changed so
is con-

variable condenser

cerned, to read as follows:

Fi' m rotor plates of variable con 1
dense to filaUIenf end, or end ueotexi
pent+ ry of your home -wound coil.
From that same filament end of
that secondary to po.itire A binding
post on binding post block.
From grid, or end furthest away
from the panel on the secondary of
the tuner, to left-hand connection of
grid condenser and leak No. 3.
From stator plates of variable condenser to left -hand connection of grid
crrndenxer and leak No. 3.
F'rum here on the two sets will be

II

wired identically.
5.
From right -hand connection of
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`Table -Talker.

What greater gift ?
Fun for the holidays-for all the year. Fun for the fellow who gets
the gift -and for the family. Give it all -give a Table -Talker.
You're sure of its tone. Sure that it will always be loud yet
pleasant, because its horn is matched to the unit. It reproduces
every word, every note with vivid clarity
makes the joys
of radio real!

-it

rande s
7he name
to /maw in gladio
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grid condenser and leak No. 3 to grid
binding post on socket No. 8.
Diagram No. 4, Plate Leada
1. From detector B binding post on
the binding post block a wire is run
to the lowest of the four connectors
of jack No. 10.
2. From the connector next to this
on jack No. 10 a wire is run to B
battery binding post on transformer

Nu. 5.
3. From the next connector on jack
No. 10, or the one next to the top, a

connecting them by wire as shown in
the photographs to make u standard
variometer of it.)
6. From detector B binding post on
binding post block to one side of fixed
condenser No. 4.
7.
From other side of fixed condenser No. 4 to top blade of jack No.
10.
8.

From amplifier B battery binding post on binding post block to
lower connector of single circuit jack
No. 13.

engineers developed this special
panel material for radio ONLY
THERE

nothing quite like Radion -"the supreme inAuthoritative laboratory
tests 'conclusively prove highest insulating characteristics.
In the set you build, it may give you just that extra energy
needed to tune in a distant station. When you see Radion
in a ready -built set, it is usually an evidence of general good
quality in that set.
You can see the difference between Radion and common
panel materials, if you will look at the finish. Radion has
a high, polished finish. That keeps out dirt and moisture,
which even in little particles un the surface sometimes cause
short circuits and reduce good reception. Look at Radion
and other panels under a magnifying glass if you can.
Everyone knows Radion is an easy panel material
to drill, cut and saw. There are eighteen stock sizes, two
colors, black and mahoganite. Sold universally by dealers
who know radio. Better performance will make it worth
your while to ask for it by name, and to look for the name
on the envelope, and the stamp on the panel.
Radion dials to match, also sockets, binding post panels,
insulators, knobs and new Radion built -in horn.
-1.

is

sulation"-for real results.

These photographs show the actual Verni -tuner mentioned by Mr. Goodreau
in his article.. 7'he pictures are printed su that readers who use this instrument will be able to see the connections and readers who wind their own
coils will see the difference between this and the coil shown in our diagrams.
9.
From upper connector No. 13 a
wire is run to the plata binding post
of socket No. 11.
The actual verni-tuner is not built
exacjly as our diagrams show it. The
coil shown in the diagram is the simplest une to build and works quite efficiently. The Electrad verni -tuner has
the primary wound in between the
two sections of the secondary. This
will be made clear by examining the
photographs of the actual verni -tuner
shown with this article.

Send for Booklet
MAIL coupon below for our catalog and booklet, "Some
Insulation Stickers Explained."
AMERICAN HARD RUBBER COMPANY
11

Mercer St., New York City

Chicago Office: Conway Building
Pacific ('oast Agent: C
Fun Franrlsrn

hear Rubber Company
-

- l'ortlund

Editorially Speaking
IConttnurd from Page

RAD ION
%ñc Supreme Insulation

wire

PAN ELS

on

New York City.

RN -tY

fleas) send me your catalog and Mu,klet, "Some insulation Stickers
Explained."

Name

Address
City

State

in

run to binding post marked P

transformer No.

O.

From top connector of jack No.
10 a wire is run to one binding post
on the variometer.
b. From the other binding Exist on
the variometer a wire is run to the
plate binding post on socket No. 8.
(You will notice, in the photograph,
a wire on the variometer which has
not been mentioned. This wire merely
makes a standard variometer of a
"split" one. A split variometer has
separate windings: in a standard
variometer the windings are connected
in series. You will find it worth while
to buy a split variometer if you do
much experimenting with hook -ups.
as it can be used in any circuit either
using the two windings separately or
4.

Dials, Sockets, Binding Post Panels, etc.
AMERICAN /1Aß11 RI "MISER COMPANY
II Merger tit.

8)

current -tap device on account of convenience, though a great many more
will prefer to use the batteries be-

cause they have learned to make the
use of the battery quite as convenient
anti as little trou ile as the use of an
automobile.
I believe that there is a legitimate
field for both the current -tap device
and the battery, whether dry cell or
storage, and I believe that there is
money enough in the future of radio
for the manufacturers of all of these
devices to make a very comfortable
profit out of them.
Don't let us go wild over all of this
newspaper propaganda that is being
spread around.
And let us also remember that a
printed guarantee of money -back is
not worth the paper it is printed on
unless the name signed to it is a name
which carries confidence through years
of square dealing and successful business endeavor.

December, 1924
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This Transformer
Has Improved

Thousands
of Radio Sets
Acme
for

0111111,

you, we'd have to publish a
book. You couldn't read them
through in a day.

YOUR letter answering
mine of December 10th came
just as I got home with an
ACME A -2 in my pocket. I installed it in my reflex set in
place of the
and believe
me you cannot exaggerate its
" From
good qualities
Winnetka, Illinois.
.
. Am using your four Acme
circuit, using three
tube
three
radio transforaudio and
mers, and can pick up any 50
watt station in the U. S. A. ."
From Fitzsimmons, Colorado.
These are just typical samples of testimonials picked out
at random from our files. If
we tried to show them all to
.

.

.

.

But right here and now
today you can, if you will, get
the benefit of ACME Transformers. Use them in the set
you build. Insist on them in
the set you buy. Then your
loudspeaker will have a chance
to reproduce loud and clear
without distortion.
Send 10 cents for 36 -page
book, "Amplification without
Distortion," containing many
practical wiring diagrams and
many hints for getting the best
out of your set.

.

.

.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY, Dept. 142, Cambridge, Mass.
Transformer and Radio Engineers and Manufacturers

ACM}, APPARATI

N

eI,MPANy.

IMot. lEe. 1'unhrld Re. Mr.....

Gentlemen: Enclosed find

for amplification

10

cents for copy of

"Amplification without Distortion."
Nam('

Street
i City
State
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Chasing up the Whistles
(Continued From

Both
Must Be
Musical
Instruments
If you are to enjoy the rich
resonance of an old Cremona
violin, your loud speaker must
also be a true musical instrument. So designed and
powered as to respond as
faithfully to the inspiring
crescendos of a Wagner opera
as to the whispers of a Moonlight Sonata.
The new Bristol AUDIO I'HONE does that. With its
joyous, open -throated rubber
horn, and its finely adjusted
tone mechanism, it is on a
musical plane with the noblest
instrument or voice at your
favorite station.

Model S Audio-

phone-$25

Rubber Horn 1434" diameter. Velvet mat finish
of mottled bronze and gold
classic base.

In addition to Model S,
shown here, the Bristol line
includes Model .1, $20; Baby
Grand, $15, and the "Baby" at
$12.50. Send for Bulletins
3011 and 3017 -Q, mentioning
the name of your dealer.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
WATERBURY, CONN.

BRISTOL

AUDIOPHONE
.,,.,. .,..,..

..... ,,.... o..,..
.

LOUD SPEAKER

let us cite an Analogy with which
we're all of us familiar. Did you ever
strike two adjacent notes on your
piano and hear as an accompaniment
to the two individual tones a sort of
throbbing or beating effect? Try it
some time. Take two keys just one half tone apart and well down near
the lower end of the keyboard.
The throbbing drone of the German bombing plane was familiar to
every Allied soldier in the trenches
and served to identify the "Roche"
plane instantly. Two motors were
employed on each, and they usually
ran at slightly different speeds.
Next suppose we consider two men
walking across a light wooden bridge.
Suppose their strides are slightly different, so that ahhough they are out
of step most of the time, every now
and then the faster stepper catches
up with the slower and they both
bring a foot down at the same instant. The bridge then receives a
double shock and will register an extra strong vibration under the strain.
And this extra shock occurs again
and again, every time the two walkers happen to get into step.
The interested reader may quickly
rig up a surprisingly striking experiment which will demonstrate effectively the principles upon which
depend the production of a third
vibration by two other dissimilar
vibrations.
The photo shows a little wooden
stand arranged with a horizontal bar
about eight inches above the base.
From this are suspended two small
weights at the extremities of two
threads, one about seven inches long
and the other about six inches.
The threads are tied to a match
about one and a half inches below the
top bar. A simple scale is tacked
to the upright piece and bent to come
between the threads just below the
center of the match. A short length
of wire twisted about the center of
the match between the threads forms
the pointer. Now if the weights are
pulled aside and started together on
their swinging movements, the pointer
registers an oscillating movement
back and forth in time with the
weights.
But as the threads are of different
length, the shorter one swings more
rapidly and gets ahead of the longer
one. The match then begins to twist,
but its center point continues to swing
back and forth with reducing speed
until finally, when the weights are
opposite each other, the pointer comes
practically to a standstill. Then as
the weights begin to "get into step"
with each other again, the pointer
once more starts to swing, too, and
it
reaches its maximum motion as
the two weights swing in unison.
With movements counted by a
watch, the longer thread and weight
swung seventy -two times in a minute and the shorter thread and weight
eighty -one times. Then the "beats"
or movements of the pointer were
counted, and just nine times in the
minute (lid the pointer show its maximum motion and thus indicate the
occasions when both weights were in
perfect synchronism. Nine is just the
difference between seventy -two and
eighty -one and brings out an important fact about the production of beat
vibration or "heterodyning."
The
beat note is equal to the difference in
frequency between the two vibrations
producing it.
The radio whistle is exactly like
these instances in its nature. You
have a broadcasting station tuned in.

Page
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The music pouring from your speaker
is transported on a "carrier wave"
or a steady succession of impulses
that occur hundreds of thousands of
times every single second. WIP, for
instance, each second sends forth from
its aerial about 590,000 of these impulses or individual waves forming
the "carrier" of voice and melody.
Your ear, however, is incapable of
hearing vibrations of such inconceivable rapidity, and the best it can
do is to register vibrations occurring
10,000 times a second as a very high
squeak. That's the "upper limit" of
human audibility.
Therefore, you

cannot hear the individual impulses in
WIP's carrier at all and notice solely
the "modulations" or fluctuations in
that carrier that form music or
speech.
But we're still in search of the

whistle.
Your own set, unless it Is' of the
"nonregenerative" or "nonoacillating"
type, is a radio transmitting station
like WIP, but on a very tiny scale by
comparison. It has, however, every
item used to radiate radio impulses
except the microphone. You have a
vacuum tube, though small in size;
tuning coils for adjustment to various
wave lengths; an aerial and a source
of sending power in your "II" battery.
Your receiver, when operated in a
certain way, is therefore capable of
sending forth a "carrier wave" of its
own.
When the carrier from the
broadcasting station is tuned in and
your receiver is simultaneously adjusted to the transmitting or "oscillating" condition, the two carriers
come into conflict. They resemble the
two men walking on the bridge.
Every so often an impulse from one
carrier strikes the detector tube of
the receiver at exactly the same instant as one from the other carrier
wave. Then there's a double effect
that is felt by the detector and passed
along to the phones or loud speaker
in the form of a click. The steady
recurrence of the time when both
waves "get into step" causes a series
of clicks which, when rapid enough,
resolve themselves into a whistle or
squeal.
By changing the tuning of your receiver you alter the frequency with
which these two carriers coincide with
une another and consequently raise
or lower the whistle. When the frequency of the receiver's carrier or
oscillation is slightly lower or higher
than the incoming oscillation the
whistle is heard. Its pitch depends
directly upon the numerical difference between the two carrier waves.
If your receiver is tuned to say 589,000 "cycles" or about 510 meters, and
is oscillating, a whistle of 1000 frequency will be heard. This is a note
in the soprano range.
The whistle is called a "beat note"
just as the throbbing of the German
airplane is a "heat note." Should the
frequencies of the two vibrations or
carrier waves become identical, the
beat note is silenced, and the tuning
is then said to be in "dead beat."
With the oscillation frequency of
your receiver either raised or lowered, the pitch of the whistle rises,
finally becoming so high that it
passes "above" audibility.
Such a whistle is heard not only in
your own receiver, but in all others
within a mile or so that are tuned
to the same wave length For this
reason the "whistle method" of tuning is exceedingly annoying and objectionable to other listeners and in-
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Do You Operate a Ford
or a Rolls -Royce in
Radio?
MALL cars are good enough for "hacking" around town. An inexpensive or
old -fashioned set may satisfy you for most
local radio reception. But when you want
to tour long distances or climb steep hills
or travel on bad roads in unfrequented
places, you want the finest car that's made.
And when you want to take your pick of
radio reception, listening in comfort and
enjoyment to an ever -broadening circle of

the stations that your neighbors never hear
-you want a --

4NVRIS
DUPLEX
Insures Natural Tone Quality

THE MOST
PERFECT

MONOTROL

RADIO SET
AMERICA

aGG. u 5. PAT. OFF.

The new Sleeper Monotrol does things that your neighbors' sets can't duplicate. With three stages of tuned
radio frequency and three stages of audio, it has tremendous reserve power. It reaches out hundreds of
miles and brings in speech and music with a power,
clarity and tone that most sets cannot give from stations a few miles away.

-

It separates stations with a knife -like sharpness
in almost all cases penetrating the barrage of powerful
local broadcasting and tapping in on distant points as
quietly and privately as though on a desert island. It is
versatile set-a universal
a set with 24 improvements
good
set you can control under all conditions
set
set when conditions are bad-a fair set when conditions
are "impossible" for others.
By all means see. hear and operate the Monotrol. Your
dealer will install it for FREE trial in your own home
and you can buy it on the most convenient terms of
monthly payment.

-a

-a

"HOW TO CHOOSE
A RADIO"
not make the usual mistakes in radio selection. This
unique booklet tells you just
what radio improvements to
look for and expect in 1925.
FREE copy on request.
Write for booklet.
1)o

-a

Sleeper Radio Corporation
432 Washington Avenue
CHI('A(d
10 South La Salle

Street

Long Island City, N. Y.
SAN FRANCISCO

111

New Montgomery Street
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The Beatone V -60 five -tube receiver in beautiful. distinctive. antique polychrome cabinet.
with built -in high -grade loudspeaker and hat tery compartment.
List $165.00
Beatone V -60 five -tube receiver, imperial
Model, in beautiful polished mahogany
cabinet.
List $115.00

TRADE MARK

The Aristocrat of Radio
Different From Any Set You've
Ever Heard or Seen
An Xmas Gift That
Will Thrill, Satisfy
and Serve
Give the finest of all Radio Receivers
for Xmas -the one everyone knows as
the peer of them all- BES'I'ONE V -60.
Gives a new meaning to the word
Radio.
There is prestige in owning a
RESTONE V -60.
There is philosophy in buying the
best.
A piece of furniture worthy of the
machine it contains.
Manufactured, Guaranteed

nd Dbtrbuted

HENRY HYMAN & CO.,
476 Broadway, NEW YORK

by

INCORPORATED

212 W. Austin Are., CHICAGO

terference of this sort is termed
radiation interference. It is only by
careful tuning on the part of all operators of regenerative or oscillating
receiving sets that such disturbances
can be minimized. The proper mode
of tuning is to avoid actual oscillation by careful control of the tickler
dial or potentiometer (in the case of
radio- frequency receivers).
Enough regeneration may be employed for maximum sensitivity, but
the whistle is really unnecessary and
a nuisance. The carrier wave of distant broadcasting stations is always
plainly manifest by a hissing or
"rush of water" sound as its wave
length is passed.
Now for the whistles and squeals
that come from the outside--a more
difficult problem to manage than
those you cause yourself. Whistles
that chirp away, down and then up
again, are caused by other receiving
sets whose owners employ the whistle
method of tuning. You can't avoid
them, can't do anything unless you
happen to know the source of your
worst interference of this nature and
feel emboldened to have an explanatory chat with the interferer.
Education through magazines and
newspapers is doing much to overcome the whistle nuisance and the
spread of nonosciUating sets like the
neutrodyne and others of the non oscillating tuned radio- frequency type
is to he acclaimed and furthered in
the interest of undisturbed programs.
There's still another type of whistle. It is not caused by receiving apparatus, however. Two or more
broadcasting stations are often assigned similar or adjacent wave
lengths. A slight difference in their
carrier frequencies sets up a steady
wail like winter wind around the
chimney. It can be tuned in and out
just like a station, but not changed
in tone.
Usually there's a slight
swinging effect, too, so that the pitch
of the squeal rises and falls a little
in most mournful fashion.
The responsibility for this condition lies at the door of the United
States Government Radio Service and
the remedy is gradually being made
by the reassignment of wave lengths
and of broadcasting time periods, and
seeing to it that the stations keep
exactly on their assigned wave
lengths.
The system mentioned above as
"dead beat" reception is used by some
because they believe very weak stations are more satisfactorily heard
However, re- radiation
in that way.
takes place then -the incoming speech
and music modulating the carrier
wave being transmitted by the oscillating receiver and thus adding to
the ethereal confusion. Dead -beat
reception robs the atmosphere within
an appreciable distance of energy on
that wave length without improving
reception for the listener who practices it.
When your signals suddenly facie

out with a swish and downward
whistle, you may be sure some one is
practicing this method of tuning. 'l'he
re- radiation by dead beat often
startles a crystal -set listener with
announcements from Kansas City or
Atlanta and makes him think his
crystal has suddenly become supersensitive. Re radiation should not be
confused with radiation, the latter referring merely to the transmission of
a plain carrier wave from an oscillating receiving set and being by far
the more common cause of interference.
Understanding how whistles and
squeals originate, it is squarely up
to each receiving set owner to keep
guard on the regeneration control and
thus never permit his own outfit to
offend by radiation. Through co -operation we may quell the whistles.
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The Two -Tube Counterflex
(Continued Prom rnxe 20)
From plate (P) terminal of audio
transformer No. 7 to stator of variable condenser of counterformer
No. 5.

From terminal No. 4 of counter former No. 6 to wire connecting plate
terminal of audio transformer No. 7
arid stator of variable condenser of
counterformer No. 5.
Diagram No. 5
From grid (G) terminal of audio
transformer No. 6 to grid terminal
of tube socket No. 2.
From B plus terminal of audio
transformer No. 7 to left -hand (cat whisker) terminal of crystal detector
No. 11.

From right -hand (mineral)
minal of crystal detector No.

ter11

to

terminal No. 3 of counterformer No. 5.
From rotor of variable condenser
of Counterformer No. 5 to wire connecting crystal detector No. 11 and
terminal No. 3 of counterformer No. 5.
(When wiring to the crystal detector do not place your soldering iron
on the detector itself, as the heat may
harm the crystal. Remove the soldering lugs from the crystal, solder them
on to the ends of the connecting wires
and then screw the lugs back in
place.)
Diagram No. 6

H plus binding post of block
to bottoni blade of jack No. 13.
From next to bottom blade of jack
No. 13 to plate terminal of tube socket
No. 2.
From H plus binding post of block
No. 1 to H plus terminal of audio
transformer No. 6.

From

No.

1

From plate (P) terminal of audio
transformer No. 6 to terminal No. 1
of counterformer No. 5.

From one aide of fixed condenser

No. 9 to B plus terminal of audio
transformer No. 6.
From opposite side of fixed condenser No. 9 to plate (P) terminal of
audio transformer No. 6.
From terminal No. 2 of counter former No. 5 to plate terminal of tube
socket No. 3.
From rotor of counterdon No. 10
to wire connecting terminal No. 2 of
eounterformer No. 5 to plate terminal
of tube socket No. 3.

ReRexing That

Oscillating Set
(Continued from rage 22)
they are fairly selective. A few precautions are necessary to insure sucA low ratio audio transcess.
former should be used and the fixed
by- passing condensera should be adjtûsterd to different values to suit the
particular type of audio unit employed. It may be necessary to increase the .0005 ntf. to .0025 mf. for
instance.
If an oscillation is experienced, reducing the primary turns
in the fixed crystal circuit to six
will usually help matters.
The day of single circuit is past,
sets are al-although the three- circuit
must as bad. The diagram with the
suggests
the
article
this
of
heading
obsolescence of such apparatus, so
please follow the hook -up exactly und
employ a good spider tu weave his
web all over such a circuit. It is it
reality the real spiderweb set.
AM very pleur to be able fo announce
7 that miter the publecutien of our lost
issue the patent office in A'nehfnpton has
[Mowed Paved Crimes, our associate edi.
tor, his basic patents on the inverse
duplex system
On September 15th, the patent nßti e
all'wed 9r. Oremes the improvement
patents mhleh took the audio out of the
radin frequency cercurt, but this still left
the fundamental patent undecided. Now,
however. dr. Grimes has had this patent
allowed and thu definitely clears up hie
clam to the inverse duplex' system.
1t

M. N.
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Nothing Electrical But the
Performance
You add no electrical complication
to a radio set when you install a

Superspeaker.
No extra batteries or coils -nothing
to wear out or get out of order.
Even the adjustment is on last -forever
fundamentals
positively operating
cam of metal that stays put. Just a
simple, musical instrument that gets
its music from an exceedingly sensitive
reproducing unit, and amplifies by
means of a strictly non -vibrating horn.
An instrument designed and built by
experienced musical instrument mantifacturers who know acoustal laws and
put this knowledge into practice. An
instrument, therefore, from which you
justly expect -and receive -amazingly
different performance.
The experienced Radio operator found
out long ago that there was far more
to a loud speaker than a horn and a
reproducing unit. Superspeaker performance alone has been striking proof
that certain secrets do exist. kVhatever these secrets may be. he has found
that The Superspeaker gives him results he cannot otherwise duplicate.
So he is content. Do you wonder that
Superspeaker demand has increased
more than 1000% during 1924?
By sheer merit, The Superspeaker has
won its leadership and performance.
Give your set a chance to show what
it can do with Superspeaker equipment

-a

c

Vemco Unit
For Phonograph adaption. we
furnish separately the Vemco
Unit which is the heart of
The Superspeaker. it comes
complete and ready for immediate use on any standard
tone arm. Simple adapter
for special arms are easily fitted.

This Unit

is adjustable for
volume. and develops the re
productive ability of phono.
graph horn to the absolute
limit of tone and distance.

!

C

e

JEWETT RADIO &
PHONOGRAPH CO.

peaker

5682 Twelfth St., Detroit, Mich.

S up er
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The Two -Tube Harkness

Counterflex

(crr.tt..ed from

and superior to
any other circuit
The SUPER HILCO -DYNE RECEIVER

THE KIT
CONTAINS
the

cox
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ciAcntail
H1L O
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number of 1111.Co
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searched the market for a suitable
crystal detector. I did not even attempt to use any of the so- called fixed
crystal detectors because they are
manifestly tot) inefficient.
One detector (called the RUF) is described
as "fixed, but it owes its efficiency
to the fact that it is really adjustable.
I found this particular make to be
one of the best on the market.
One of my
assistants showed
me the plans of a detector which he
had designed, using a rather ingenious
method of control which he had
adapted from a certain detector of
French manufacture, as described in
one of my articles over a year ago.

cannot easily be shaken from the
position it occupies.
I do not claim this crystal detector
is fool- proof, but it is undoubtedly
very simple to adjust, and, provided
the mineral is renewed from time to
time, little trouble will be experienced
in finding a sensitive point.
In the matter of minerals, I think
that galena is undoubtedly the most
suitable. The usual method of using
this mineral is to imbed a small piece
in melted Wood's metal, but this
method heats the crystal and tends to
There is
destroy its sensitiveness.
one galena crystal on the market,
which
crystal,
-Top
known as the Tip
is clamped in a special cup and uses
no Wood's metal. I find, as a result,
that this crystal is somewhat more
sensitive than the ordinary type.
The circuit used in the two -tube
Counterfiex, with crystal detector, is
shown on page 16. It will be noticed
there is a slight difference between
this circuit and the one which I gave
last month, a fixed condenser being
shunted across the primary of the
second audio frequency transformer.
the
1 find that this addition improves
operation. The circuit, of course, is
practically the same as that of the
old two -tube Iiarkness Reflex, except
that the Counterdon is added to control self -oscillation. The use of this
control also changes the inductance
values of the radio frequency transformers, thereby improving the efficiency of the receiver.
The following is a complete list of
the parts required to build this receiver:
One front panel, measuring 7x14

The atutw transformer No. G and No.
7, as shown in diagrams

inches.
One counterformer, Type T1.
One counterformer, Type T2.
One counterdon.

-

a seven -tube set superior in every way and

different from the conventional super heterodyne (note wiring diagram below) is made
from the $30 SUPER HILCO -DYNE KIT and
about $45 worth of standard radio parts sold
by any dealer. It operates either on storage
battery or dry cell tubes.
SELECTIVITY. A fan receiving in New
York next to the high voltage elevated railway
tunes in or out all the nearby high-powered
broadcasting stations and gets what he wants
when he wants it.
DISTANCE. A fan receiving in a large
metropolitan hotel uses the steam radiator as
his antenna and gets coast to coast reception.
TUNING. Only two dials. Stations can he
located today, tomorrow or next month by
turning back the dials to the place where those
stations came in before.
CONSTRUCTION. Inexperienced fans all
over this continent have built these sets without trouble.
RADIATION. Not a squeak, squawk or
squeal comes from the SUPER HILCO -DYNE
to bother your nearest neighbor. It does not
radiate.
DISTORTION. Absolutely true tone qualities from the lowest note of a bass horn to
the highest note of a coloratura soprano.
VOLUME. You can dance any night with
a SUPER HILCO -DYNE RECEIVER. Loud
speaker reception on all stations.
WAVE RANGE. 90 to 600 meters.
SIZE OF RECEIVER. Only 7 "x28" panel.
Each SUPER HILCO -DYNE KIT is thoroughly tested and the air core transformers
are matched and balanced in our own' laboratories.

tag

He had greatly simplified the mechanical construction of this detector and
made it much more practical. This
detector seemed to possess distinct

advantages over existing types so I
arranged fur its manufacture. The
drawing with this article illustrates
Each Lime
haw the device operates.
the controlling knob is given a complete turn the catwhisker leaves the
crystal, revolves slightly arid returns
to the crystal at a different point. By
turning the knob a few times a sensitive point can be easily located. Additionally, a small piece of fine wire
gauze is stretched across the surface
of the crystal so that, when a sensitive point is found, the catwhisker

Two audio frequency transformers.
One crystal detector.
Two tube sockets.
One fifteen -ohm rheostat.
One single circuit fib. control jack.
One fixed condenser, .00025 mfd.
One fixed condenser, .001 mfd.

Four binding posts.
One two -inch dial (180-degree cal-

ibration).
Two four -inch dials.
In the October issue

I

gave the

constants of the counterfonners. The
variable condensers I used at that
time had a maximum capacity of
.00032 mfd. Since then I have changed
to variable condensers with a maxi-

ea.>
tiare Is .rl.rhvlty. great distance. volume. clarity. Mew
.usenm
tuning. .tmple construction. It It YOUR wt. nj.
the ONt:
to your requirements. It Is the ONE you
you hava raven hoping for. Order from >ourdealer orh: mend
Kef
for descriptive Ilteraturc on the nUrt:.H 11I LCV4nl'N
and other famous Nitro radio eppaIatue. /Mitre... trot. 11.

Scientific Radie apparatus that Is distinctively different
...nano in efficiency and appearance.

nd

SU)EKHILCO -DYML BOOK

_greelivcri
AEHILL Imo. co.

Ativik

A clever new mount for the crystal in the

ta...) -tuhe

Harkness Cnturterf l'x
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If you want clear radio,

you must have perfect contact!
Exacting tests prove efficiency
of Na -Aid Sockets
CLEAR

contact between socket and tube

insure clear radio reception.
to watch in all sets.
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Tom,
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is

necessary, above

all,

to

This contact is the important point

For greatest contact efficiency, experienced radio owners use Na -AId
Sockets. They have been subjected to exacting tests and have proved
their real worth.

Perfect Contact assured with
wiping

surface of four

Na -AId De Luxe Sockets.

special dipped

phosphor

Broad

bronze socket

clips

press both on sides and ends of tube terminals making perfect clean,

bright contacts.
Tension is permanent. Strips are laminated like automobile springs to
insure continued resiliency and pressure against terminal prongs, no
matter how often tube may be removed. Tube held FIRMLY in
place in socket.

ti

Clean Easy Feature. The

two to eight tubes do not have to be
removed and sandpaper used to scrape contact surfaces bare. Duo contacts easily cleaned and film of oxide between tube and socket,
better known as corrosion, which can ruin contact, is quickly removed
by twisting each tube back and forth in the socket two or three
times. This feature of Na -Aid Sockets saves trouble and time.

"Ira the contact
that counts"

In Na -Aid Sockets, upper contact cuts into side of terminals, scraping
off all corrosion, making a clean bright surface. Lower contact wipes
over bottom of prongs without danger of scraping filament wires bare.
Na -AId Sockets are genuine bake lite Alden processed. This gives a socket of well -cured not -too -heavy
bakelite of even cross -section throughout.

Highest Insulating Qualities.

Thus Alden Processed construction insures highest insulating qualities
and lowest loas. All possible current is carried from socket clips to
tube terminals. This is most essential as current flow is so minute, any
loss is noticeable in efficiency results.

Na-AId Sockets are easy to mount. Sockets equipped with slotted
knurled nuts. Tightened with ordinary screw -driver.
You can obtain Na -Aid Sockets at radio, electrical and hardware
stores everywhere. Be sure you have Na -Aid Sockets in the Set you
build or buy. Sockets for all tubes-De Luxe, 75c; others 35c, 50c, 75c.

Send for free copy of radio booklet -"What to Build," giving

'

number

of the best selected and tested circuits.

V

%i1-111

ALDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Also Makers of the Famous Na -Aid Dials

,a

Dept. J -1, Springfield, Mass.

-
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Socket instantly cleaned
hy twisting lure

ALDEN PROCESSED
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MI=
A-C DAYTON
Knock-Down

0-i

Wit

tar $7150
Beaver

The A -C
DAYTON
XL -5
Dark Mahogany
Cabinet

PERFORMANCE

A e t

Th. XI.-5

Is sold In
knock d.rw-n
form.
complete with all
parts and directions

TON

A-C P

ruu

mum of .00026 mfd. to permit the
use of larger inductance values. The
new constants are as follows:
Countercoil TI: Secondary coil has
sixty -five turns of No. 28 silk -covered
wire wound on a formica form 2%
inches in diameter. Primary coil has
fifteen turns, with a tap at the tenth
turn, the primary being wound on top
of the secondary coil but separated
from it by a piece of insulating paper
or Empire cloth. Both coils are wound
in the same direction.
Countercoil T2: Secondary has
sixty turns of No. 28 silk -covered
wire, also wound on a form 2% inches
in diameter. Primary coil has thirty
turns. The coils are wound in the
same direction and in the same manner as type Ti.
The above constants, of course, are
only correct when variable condensers

rat

50

and west)

:Ot

If you are going to expect consist-

ently satisfactory performance from
ynur new Receiving Set. you will
be delighted with an A -C DAYTON
XL -S.

with maximum capacity of .00026
mfd. are used with the coils.
The terminals of the manufactured

countercoils are numbered and these
numbers appear in the diagram of
Figure 2. In this diagram terminal
of T1 is the beginning of the
No.
primary coil and terminal No. 3 the
beginning of the secondary. Terminal
No.
of T2 is the beginning of the
primary coil of this transformer, but
terminal No. 4 is the beginning of the
secondary. When wiring the receiver

In selectivity, volume. wave -length
range. ease and simplicity of operation, the XL -S is unsurpassed. In
CLEARNESS of radio reception, it
leads the field of fine Receiver..

1

The XL-5 is a five -tuhe super
Receiver that out -performs any set
in its price class. It sells nn pera
formance- performance that
pleasant surprise to the most exactperformance that will
ing fan
more than satisfy you.

t

-

$115.00
Less lunges and hAl-

brlw IMO

Denver

and moist).
Designed

fat

with either

u s e

atomism

battery or dry

cens.

Fi

1

it

is essential that the connections to
these terminals be made correctly.
The Harkness counterdon, men tinned in the above list of parts, is
a three -plate variable condenser which
is visible in the photographs of the
complete set.
The assembly of the receiver can
be seen in the photographs on page
17. It is not essential, of course, that
this particular form of assembly be
followed. In fact, if you are unaccustomed to wiring closely grouped
apparatus, it might he better to use a
front panel measuring 7x18 inches
and space the parts a little more. In-

Ask to see and hear the A -C DAYTON XL -5. Your dealer will gladly
demonstrate its wonderful performance and clear reception.
Radio Jolibers und Dealers: We are
...winding nur dletrlbutInt rsaalrawrite ter complet. Informal ion.

Ilen

THE

ELECTRICAL

A -C

MFG. CO.

ON
DAYTON

:

OHIO

of tine electrical

,Makers

fui twenty.

-

s
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cidentally, after building this receiver
I was inclined to believe the crystal
detector might better have been placed
in a more accessible position.
In the photographs it will probably
be noticed by some renders that a

e
...
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AIRTRON RADIO TUBES

with th new highly developed dielectric molded
Bakelite bag. which eliminate all kinds of eler.tncal lo..e..

AIRTRON TUBES
speak lot quality, volume and all other charcter istic demanded of o radio tube. Designed and
manufactured In give the h,ghet efficiency that
a tube at the prevent time can Ponen.

Typ 200-41-Volt, I Amp. Detector.
Type 201A -5 -Volt. 25 Amp. Detector and Ampl.
Type 12 -11;i -Volt, 23 Amp. Dt. and Ampl.
Type 190 -- 3- 4 -Vnil. Od Amp
and Ampl.
Standard Base.

flt

Every Tube Guaranteed
List Price, $4.00
Sold by .11

dealers. or shooed

Portel Post

When

C. O. D.

direct by

o.d.,ng mention typa.

Discount to Dealers

rvpe 201A

H. & H. RADIO CO.

Clinton Hill Station. Box 22. Dept. 103, Newark, N. J.

We Are Still Repairing
All Types of Radio Tubes at $2.50

i
!.4,e

-

- -

.

..

-

.t1./.s

-'are)-:b.

fixed condenser is connected across
the secondary of the second audio frequency transformer. This was a mistake, and. after the photographs were
taken, this condenser was removed
and placed across the primary, as indicated in the wiring diagram.
The wiring of the receiver is given
on page 16, and, for the benefit of
those who are unaccustomed to this
type of diagram, detailed wiring instructions in the 3XP -stvle wire -ups
are given on pages 18, 19 and 20.
The usual accessories are required
to operate the set.
UV201A or
C301 A tubes give the best results,
and a ninety -volt plate battery should

used wit, these tubes.
In connecting the batteries to the receiver,
note that the negative lead of the
plate battery and the positive lead of
the filament battery both connect to
one binding post: similarly, the negative lead of the filament battery and
the ground lead both connect to one
post. It is usually hest to connect the
antenna to the ten -turn tap on the
primary of T1, but if your antenna
is very short it may be better to use
all fifteen turns.
When operating this receiver. do
not tune in stations by turning the
counterdon to its minimum position,
permitting self -oscillation to take
place and listening for the carrier
waves of transmitting stations.
If
be

you do this you will cause interference to your neighbors.
When tuning In, always turn the

December, 1924
counterdon to such a position that
self- oscillation cannot take place.
After you have adjusted the tuning
dials to receive a certain station you
can increase the audibility by decreasing the counteraction.
Thereafter, however, do not touch the tuning dials without first increasing
counteraction so that your receiver
cannot radiate.
I shall be glad to hear from those
readers of this magazine who build
this receiver. I am always interested
to learn the experiences of others and
to render any assistance when necessary.

Flewelling's New Circuit
(Continued from rage it)
than those shown to he made to the
circuit, because to do so almost invariably means trouble. Here is perhaps the best place to speak of the
apparatus to be used.
As engineer for the Buell Manufacturing Company, it is my duty to design condensers, coils and what not
for them. Because of a puritanical
conscience they must he of fairly
decent design, but I must confess they

were designed to meet the stringent
requirements of the Flewelling circuit,
with the knowledge that if they would
work there they would work anywhere. However, I have no monopoly
on efficient apparatus, and while I
shall use my own apparatus in the
descriptions, I shall also recommend
that of others, and you may be sure
that your receiver will be "top- hole"
if you use any of the better types on
the market.
The variable condenser Cl is the
typical 11- or 23 -plate condenser.
Eleven plates will he recommended
and care should he taken that it is of
a high -grade type. The tuning coil
and plate coil must be of "low- loss"
type and contain fifty turns apiece
that is, one coil is the same as the
The grid condenser C2 is
other.

larger than usual, being of .005 mfd.

capacity, and the fixed condenser C3
is of .006 mfd. capacity. Everything
else in the set is as usual except the
constructional features and the famous "X lead."
The "X lead" contains a variable
grid leak H2, and there is only one
made in America that I know of that
is at all suitable for this circuit. It
is the Hradleyleak and no results can
be guaranteed unless it is used. The
Allen Bradley Company should pay
me a million dollars for this advertising, but they haven't paid me a
cent, and they don't even advertise
in this magazine, but so long as they
make the only grid leak suitable for
this circuit we must insist on its use.
For the grid leak RI you may use

fixed one megohm or one -half
megohm leak of reliable manufacture.
This article should go on and tell
how to build the receiver. Unfortunately, we are not allowed to use the
entire magazine for this issue, and
the things that we have spoken of so
far are of such vital importance that
it would be foolhardy to leave them
out..
You must know what and why
about a set before you will consider
building it and I have tried to tell
you. I hope that as we build it here
in Radio in the Home you will once
in a while refer back to this article
so that even if the various points are
not printed in red ink you will be
able to refresh your memory on them.
If you follow the same course that
thousands of others have followed,
you will become acquainted with the
most weird reception stunts that you
have ever seen, and, too, will probably have more fun than you can
shake a stick at.
a
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INSURE; the successful
operation of home
built Counterflex
receivers, the
Iarkness Radio
Kenneth
Corporation
special kit containing
has prepared a
the essential parts
circuit. This kit rontains:
for this
Kenneth
Harkness
counterformers,
and T2.
TI
Kenneth Harkness
audio -frequency
forTwo
trans.

One Kenneth Harkness
counterdon.
These parts were
especially designed
Counterflex circuit
by Mr. Harkness, for the
needed to build
and are
either
Counterflex receivers. the two -tube or three -tube
Use them to build
set and you will
your
be certain of
maximum efficiency.
Moreover, by using genuine
Kenneth Harkness
doparts throughout you
will also save a little
price of the Counterfiex
money.
kit is about one
ess than
would cost you if the total amount these parts
you bought
Special kit of Counterflex them individually.
parts, $22.50.

COUNTERFORMERS
r_1

Ti°maT2
$

00
FACH

COUNTERDON

$

7S

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Cat Wliislrer _

4Vernier
ingIe Control

Doable Action

Single

Ctrl

l

.

.

2 00

Radio Products
KENNETH HARKNESS, Associate Editor of Radio in the Home,
and designer of the Harkness Reflex
and Harkness Counterfiex receivers, has
formed the Kenneth Harkness Radio.
Corporation, to manufacture and distribute the special parts required for
his famous circuits. This corporation,
financially responsible and with unusually fine manufacturing facilities, is
now providing radio dealers with an
adequate supply of correctly designed
Kenneth Harkness products, packed in
containers bearing Mr. Harkness' signature so that the public may easily
recognize and obtain these genuine
parts and not be deceived into purchasing inferior imitations heretofore sold by unauthorized manufacturers. The products manufactured by the Kenneth Harkness Radio Corporation are designed
by Mr. Harkness himself, and manufactured under his direct
supervision. When you buy parts for the Harkness Reflex or
Harkness Counterfiex circuits ask for genuine Kenneth Harkness
parts and look for the signature on the containers.
MH.

jhe

C OUNTER FLEX
HAVE you tried the new Counterflex circuit yet? If not, you
have a pleasant surprise in store for you. The three -tube
Counterflex easily outdistances the average type of five -tube set.
With this inexpensive, easily -controlled receiver you can, under
average conditions, hear all the broadcasting stations within a
radius of at least 1500 miles-most of them with sufficient volume
to operate your loudspeaker!
If you desire the finest of quality and are not so anxious to
receive distant stations, build the two -tube Counterflex with the
Kenneth Harkness crystal detector. The quality of this set is
amazingly perfect. There is no mushy voice distortion ; the
human voice is reproduced with sharp, clear -cut natural tones.
Music is reproduced with a soft and melodious purity.
Go to your dealer today and ask him to demonstrate the
Counterflex receivers to you. You can obtain from him the
Kenneth Harkness kits or parts to build your own set. If your
dealer does not stock genuine Kenneth Ilarkness products, send
your order directly to us, giving your dealer's name and address.

Jobhers: Good territories are still open. Write for particulars.

Kenne/hI/ai*n essRudio Corporation
727-739 Frelinghuysen Avenue,

Newark, N. J.
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"Push -Pull"
Transformers
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WEEI, the Friendly Voice, and
WTAT, Edison Light, Boston
(fenttneed From

Yate :7)

31

Recommended by
the leading radio
authorities everywhere for all cir-

tl

}

r
II

t}.

cuits.
f'

Not only was the MODERN "Push -Pull" the first
transformer of this type to be offered the radio public,
but it is also first in the matter of Quality Amplification.

Super Six

I;

"Reflex),

Ordinarily WTAT does not leave the
district served by the Edison Co. The
broadcast of the Electric Show at
Stoneham, Mass., on October 13 is more
in its usual line of work. Of course
the station can he used in an emergency to keep the company in touch
with its sub-stations if other means of

communication fail.
Long technical discussions are out
of place in articles whose purpose is
to introduce you to the "Men behind
the guns." However. there are several
features of the WEEI installation
that are worth your attention, and I
hope you will allow me time to tell
you about them.
The antenna towers are 250 ft.

This shack is of brick inside walls of
cement. The outside is of sheet copper, soldered and grounded to prevent any radin frequency feeding back
from the antenna to the set. If you
are versed in the intricacies of transmission it will be sufficient to tell you
that WEEI is using a Western Electrie Radio Telephone Broadcasting
All of
Equipment number 101 -B.
which means nothing in my young

life!

In every day speech Edison Light
is using the largest and most modern
set available for broadcasting. It is
a 500 -watt transmitter using a wave
length of 303 meters, and its supply
of filament and plate current is fur-

The Circuit Is Easy to Build
Full -size wiring diagram and complete constructional
bulletin of above circuit mailed on receipt of 4 cents
in stamps. Write for it today.

The operating room at Station WEEI. To the left are the combined oscillator
and modulator. To the right the control racks, containing monitor circuits,
etc. In the right background is the battery and generator room

Modern Transformers make any set better.
Insist on genuine Modern Transformers.

The Modern Electric Mfg. Co.

}

above Tremont St., in the retail shopping district of Boston- -yet they are

World's Largest Manufacturers of Radio Transformers Exclusively

Toledo, Ohio
JÌm

I!

-

v t/ee!pleEIJ

-

}

free from any sky line obstruction.
In view of the limited space, their
erection was no small mechanical
achievement.
Nestled between the towers is the
shack which contains -besides the
operating room with the transmitter
-the motor generators, a battery

station and

an

emergency

studio.

WESTINGHOUSE
I

r_.

Rechargeable "A" Battery
for 2 -Volt Tubes

type tubes
or WDIf you are using WD -I
you can have all the advantages of storage battery
operation by using the Westinghouse type 2 -DC 9
Battery.
Small. compact and powerful, housed in a one piece. clear glass case, it furnishes a steady dependable filament current. When discharged you don't
throw it away, simply recharge it. Ask your
dewier to show you the Westinghouse 2.DC -9 storage -A- Battery.
You will like its looks and the name Westinghouse on the case insures
its service to you.
I

I

Z

WESTINGHOUSE UNION BATTERY CO.
Swiasdale, Penna.

Charles W. Burton, Superintendent of

Broadcasting at Station WEEI

nished by two separate direct current
generators. To prevent any possibility of generator noises entering the
microphone they have been placed in
a sound -proof room with doors of
heavily padded sound -proof material.
More briefly, there are four 250 -watt
"bottles," and one 500 -watt power

amplifying tube.
WEEI has the customary power

panel and n combined oscillator and
modulator panel. In addition there
is a "rack" where the local and long
distance lines from outside the station
terminate and it also contains the
monitoring circuits. By means of the
monitoring circuits the broadcasts
may be checked in three ways: (a)
before they enter the transmitter at
all; (b) after being passed through
the input equipment; and (c) after it
has been converted into radio fry qu'ency.
The rack also contains a
three -stage speech amplifier with con-

trols.
In glancing at the photos of the
station, be careful you do not mistake
the reception room that is hung with
ìrapes (for their decorative effect) for
the studio. In accordance with modern
procedure the emergency studio on
the roof and the maip studio on the
fourth floor of the Edison building
have their walls finished with the new
_omposition of sugar cane stalks.
This substance is supposed to give
perfect sound without the "deadness"
of the drapes. The usual desk full of
phones and the wires along the floor
are noticeable by their absence. All
signal and communicating apparatus

RADIO IN THE HOME
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used between the studio and the transmitting shack has tern combined itt
one unit and is mounted on the wall.
The microphone is plugged in whereever it is most convenient by means
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of receptacles in the baseboard.
Nothing that could be written

i

would convey to you the spirit behind
WEEI better than the address of
President C. I,. Edgar at the time of
the dedication of the station. It follows in

R

1:

part:

It

gives me great pleasure tonight.
to talk directly into the homes
of our
thousands of customers through
our
new broadcast station WEEI,"
said
Mr. Edgar. "Edison Light of Boston.
though a greet public service company, is a human institution and not
a soulless corporation. We are nearly
three thousand people endeavoring to
give you, our customers, the best electric service within our power.
"In order to help you realize that
we are real human beings, we are

planning, through this radio station,

to have the friendly roar# of Edison
Light, as well as the friendly glow of
our electric service, reach you regularly through the week.
"If you get pleasure from programs
which we shall broadcast, if our voice
to you nightly through the air has a
cheerful tone, we shall have accomplished our purpose. A happy human
voice can often spread more sunshine
and happiness than a friendly light.
We have no other motive in the establishment of this new station than
that of humanizing ourselves to you,
our customers.
"Rig business today must humanize
itself in order to continue big. A big
public service corporation like the
Edison Company wants friendly relations with its customers. It is endeavoring to maintain those friendly
relations by giving good service.
"It intends through this new station to give you good entertainment,
and the price we hope you will be
willing to pay for this entertainment
is a friendly feeling for this company.
Our prosperity is dependent upon this
relationship, and the continued growth
of this great community is, in a
measure, dependent upon our pros-

perity."

President Edgar failed to say much
regarding the staff he has assembled
at WEEI, and without whose efforts
a large part of the splendid welcome
that has been given it would be missing. The chief or "CB," as you have
heard him, appears on the official
s t n t i o n a r y as "Charles Burton,

Superintendent of
Broadcasting":
"Whit," or Lewis Whitcomb, is the
Assistant Superintendent. The chief
was the former Radio Editor of the
Herald- Traveler, in
Boston,
and
"Whit" was the Radio Editor of the
Boston Post and Boston correspondent of Radio in the Home.
Let me say right here that they
make no desk jobs of it. If it were
not for the chief's secretary, Miss
Helen Putman, you would think that
you had stepped into a vacant office.
In all the trips I have made to the
station I have yet to catch either of
They are in
them superintending.
some part of the station working.
Nor is the staff "top heavy "!
"Bob" Emery, or "BE" is more
familiarly known as "Big Brother."
"Bob" is program director and comes
to Edison from W(:1, which, according to its own statement, is "where

broadcasting began." Assisting Mr.
Emery is Miss Marjorie Drew, the
program clerk.
E. L. Dunham, better known as
"Uncle Eddie" and "ELD," is the
studio director. The gentleman signing off as "Merry" is C. C. Merry field, Mr. Dunham's assistant.
There is a bunch up on the roof
that occasionally get their voices on

Look Daddy!

I can make music,
"make music" with
WorkRiteSuper Neuttudyne Receivers. Work Rite is so simple
to operate and vet so unerring
in results that it is it continuous
source of delight and fascination
for everyone In the family.
Really. if you've never used a
WorkRite set you'll he atonished to learn how easy it is to
AnvMMxly can

get -and hold

-any station you

want. You'll find no provoking
interruptions, no Irritating disfortlon. And once tou have
tuned in a station you .an get
it iaitanrly at any time, simply by
using your previous dial settings.

WorkRite positively assures an
unusually vigorous reception
with all the original depth and
clarity of tone -unmarred by

howls, whistles and other dis-

WORKRITE AIR MASTER
A ,rshr Nn...alme Set
mahogany cabinet
Located m hn.
with grateful .1..r.n panel. Almost
identical wit h wort. Roe RJio
King. shown In main II lust scion.
except the latter has a loud strike,
Duch into til.mr r.
Prie es:
Ale /ilium, it ohwt mien...art. Sift,
.,hash
. Soo
Rads. Ki'g.

WORKRITF

CHUM

A tesdv Nn.nu)>.,. Relfe.rd 4r
Similar to Air Master in rpr
Equal tos tube acts n performance.
C.hnet provides trace for bothA

anda benefit..

I',.

r. o alms u .,Maas.

S-t

turbing noises.
Another Work R tie ,upericssity
that's a revelation even to experienced radio fans. is the
astounding selectivity of these
superb sets. Just a slight tutu of
the dials runes out the most
powerfullocaistations andkccps

thnn out If you live In a city you
know what an advantage that is.
Then there's WorkRtte's exceptionalrange! Under favorable

too!

conditions it will easily span the
continent for you. Even distant
stations come in regularly and
distinctly on the loud speaker.
There are othcrWorkRoe advan.
rages. of course. The Ingenious
super neutrodyne "hook -up "- the fine materialsthat we use -the
painstaking care given to build-

ing each individual Work Rite
set- all these combine to make
receivers that establish a brand
new peak in radio performance.

Don't be disappointed if the
dealer you visit can't demonstrate WorkRire for you. Work-

A

t s.'e Nrartasne

Set

In rho hraunful mahoasny con...le.
t
the Iront .praket a placed on
,,Jr and .a rurtment for A' andB
be,senet on ocher title All canne.
eahlt and plug.
Ilona made wade
A tat unsurpassed In any reapett.
ftv+
Nett. u ghaur ac:ruwir,
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Rite has won such tremendous
popularity both among novices
and experienced operators that
most stores find themselves
pressed rn meet the demand.

if the one you visir hasn't
WorkRite In stock, write us and
we will send you the name of a
store that has. Also. if you want
a beautifully illustrated rotor

So,

folder. giving lull information on all WorkRite
nuaiel,. 6II in the coupon below
gravure

and send it to us. You'll get the
booklet by return mail.

But shove all. know what Work Rite will do before you invest
another dollar in radio.

THE WORKRITE MANU FACTURING COMPANY
law EAST

WORKRITE ARISTOCRAT

V.

STRF4I
Bran. h.. Chicago. 516 Lake Show Itpae, I.... Amerle,.

CLEVELAND. (>HIC'

1íV South

Lia Angeles Streit

I
Send Coupon for FREE
Rotogravure Booklet
The workR+te ManuóctudnsCg.
)ea Sr. ref
t:k.Yla..l. fMf.
copy of the
Mease .end me FR I
R
erasure booklet ,.Inch de
tortes w4,rkRite
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SUPER NEUTRODYNE RADIO SETS
A

(:n,

Soue

BIGGER AND BETTER BOOK AT HALF THE PRICE

If GRIMES,
of Inverse - Duplex Fame

offered you his services fur the price of a movie
ticket -you would be interested, wouldn't you?

But We Can Ofer You a Better Bargain Than That
Would it be worth the price of a good dinner to
you --to get the combined services and advice of such
radio experts as
GRIMES
IIARKNESS
N F: FLY -FLK W ELl.l NG- FOOT E -- GOODREAU

-

-etc.?

-

-

The services of the above mentioned experts cost
us hundreds of dollars, hut you can get the sane

services for the trifling sum of $1.00 (8rÿ cents
per month), by subscribing to Radin in the Hume
for a year. (Twelve monthly issues.)

SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY

P41m) iv THK HOME,
bus Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, l'a.

Please And enclosed check, M. O., cash, for one
dollar (une-fifty Canada). (two foreign), for one y'ear's
sth:rriptton to Radio In fhe Honor.

Name
Addreos

(7ty

Statu
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Buy High Grade Parts

and

Panels

ORMICA

IF you want real result, Iron, your radio set. buy high grad, part,, low
loci
d ners. good tranformer and Formica parietal 1 hen after you
have labored r-ver your set you will not find others using the am

number of tubes who gel rattan you ran not get
the manufacturers of the finest radio eels built rn America have .odor sed
It le the panel material of 115 leading make.
Formica by using it
There are reasons for this almost unanimous choice of Formica -end the
eason are longer life. no warping and wigging. low electrical Inise. and
fine ppearnc Formic work easily with ordinary tool..
Formica is made in lour splendid finishes. Gloss black, dull black. rnahog.
any and walnut
It
the standard ra io panel material from toast to coast. More of it is
In n big arts in. urporating radio Ircyuer:cv amplification,
used every year.
now regarded a essential for base panels and terminal strips. Mount
it
everything on Formica Dont let it touch wood.
.

i

t

rind
nd quality and the universal
DEALERS. Formic e
demand for the material make it the most satisfactory
and piohtable panel line you can carry.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4654

Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Sale. OiRete

50

Church

Bt

.

A..

Na'

York. N. Y.

P..

Pittsburgh.
199 First
1119 Granite Bldg.. Rochester. N.
Ohio
Toledo.
119 Ohio Bldg..
I210 Arch
1026 Second

Bt.. Philadelphia.

Ae..

B.

Y.

P

Minespolls. )(ton.

a/b Mission Bt.. Bas Francisco. California
Whitney Central Bldg.. Neer Orkans. La.
eta Caston Bldg.. Cleveland Ohio
9 B. Clinton Bt.. Chicago. nl.
70a Title Bldg.. Bettimer., /1d
17 Hing Bt.. Toronto. Ontario

"near the Formica Hand .Teas 1%edneaday
,.,nine from ii to In. Central Time. oser w r.H'."

ORMICTA!!
!lade from Anhpirom Bakelite Resins

SHEETS

FREE

TUBES

RODS

RADIO EQUIPMENT

You can earn any radio parts free by sending us subscriptions to
RADIO IN THE HOME. You may be in need of condensers, couplers,
transformers, honeycomb coils, tubes or batteries; a loud speaker or a
head set. You may wish to possess a tube- testing outfit, or a Grimes
3XP Inverse -Duplex set, or a Harkness Cnunterflex set, or any other
good standard set.
These sets and parts are available to you free of any cost in
exchange for your help in introducing RADIO IN THE HOME to
your friends and neighbors.
Let us know what parts you want, and we will tell you how many
subscriptions you need to obtain in order to get the parts free.
At the new rate of only $1.00 a year, you should find it comparatively easy to get subscriptions for RADIO IN THE HOME. The
radio season has arrived and many subscriptions are to be had for

the asking.
You remit the full amount collected with the names and addresses
of subscribers, and ask for the apparatus that your subscriptions
entitle you to, or you can continue sending in subscriptions until you
have accumulated u large credit and then order the equipment you
want against your credit account.
For additional information regarding our free parts plan write to

Circulation Dept., RADIO IN THE HOME
608 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

the air, and but for whose efforts nu
orle would he henrd.
That is the
operating division. "CV" Purcell is
the head of the division. Miss Dorothy
Blackwell is the clerk. Those of you
who pound brass know P. W. Pratt,
the chief operator. In "the old days"
he used to have the call "FZ" and he
still uses it when he gets on the air.
The other operators are Leven Bentz,
of WTAT fame; R. B. Sawyer and
"Matty" R. W. Mathewson.
Have you ever noticed how flat and
devoid of expression some voices are
that you meet on the air? Some one
at WKEI hit on the idea of talking
into a dictaphone, and then having
the cylinder run over while they
listened to themselves on the monitor
circuit in the shack on the roof. Now
every une there is doing it. They are
in hopes that by listening to themselves they can correct their faults
and make their part of the program
more pleasing to their audience..
The last time
was up in the
"shack" the chief carne in and asked
for one of the operators. Ile was informed that the "op" had been there
until 5 o'clock that morning testing.
Just before I left at noon the elan in
question showed up ready for the
World Series broadcast at 1:45. It
takes some enthusiasm to start in at
1:45, run a World Series working
from a long- distant input, work
1

through an evening program until
midnight, arid then test until five.
New England was well served from
Boston by WNAC and more recently
by WBZ. If WEEI had tried to do
no more than compete with them for
talent its opening would not have been
justifiable.
From the start, however, there has
been a difference in its programs.
Four times a week the program of
WEAF is broadcast by means of a
wire connection with that station.
This makes it possible for the less
powerful sets to have the same opportunity of hearing New York that the
more powerful ones have had in the
past.
Not only that -think of the
thrill of parking at a formerly despised crystal set and listening to the
World Series game played in Washington "Oh, boy," as Graham Mac -

Namee said on one of those memorable occasions!
There is a connection to the new
home of the Boston Chamber of Commerce. This "line," in itself, is worth
an article.
In passing just let me
say that it has in addition to a public
address system a special radio receiving set connected with it and provision for lines to the broadcasting sta-

tions so that anything of interest
may be broadcast. The Chamber has
a 1Vurlitzer organ, which I have been
told is the only one in the country
that can play jazz or, as Meyer Davis
syacopep.
now says we must call
Another of the rapidly extending
connections is the one to T. D. Cook's
Amber Room, from which is broadcast the music of "Dok" Eisenbourg
and his symphonians. So popular has
this feature become that the other
night "Dok" said that he was very
sorry, but Cook's really needed its
phone for business purposes and that
he would be unable to comply with
any more requests to play certain
pieces and, in the future, he would
set aside Wednesday nights' as request
night. At that time Mr. Eisenbourg
said he would be glad to play any requests received by mail.
And now look at the close -up of the
musical prodigy with the serious face

it-

"Big Brother,"
the cheaters.
all set to do his stuff. Between you and

and

me the cheaters are worn for cause
and not effect. His serious mien does
not agree with his usual air -voice. It
complies more with the announcement
he made from the Amber Room when
he said, "An announcer has a tough
job! Here I am with all the pretty
lights, nice music and lots of lovely
girls
alone "!
I guess It was
mere than "Bob" could stand. for
since then he has been doing the announcing of that particular broadcast
from the studio, and "Dnk" has been
making whatever announcements were
necessary from the Amber Room.
But why "the Big Brother Title "?
The Big Brother Club meets on the
air at 7:00 P. M. Each evening after
the reading of the business there is
either an educational or entertainment

-all

feature.
Every child who writes to "Big
Brother" signifying his or her intention to become affiliated with the club
receives a copy of the by -laws, a
membership card hearing the name
and Official seal of "Big Brother,"

and also a small gold pin designed
from the regulation electric light
bulb and bearing the station call letters and initiate of the Boston Edison
Big Brother Club. According to the
by -laws the club is a radio fraternity
organized to create good will among
the younger listeners -In of WEEI.
Its aim is to entertain and educate in
a pleasing way by association and
good fellowship.
In refreshing contrast to the policy
of some stations of "let her go
Gallagher," WEEI is trying to avoid
interfering with its neighbors and
they in their torn are trying to ovoid
interference with WEEI. "CB" has
been giving talks on how to increase
the selectivity of existing sets "sn that
you will not have to listen to us if
you do not want to."
Although WNAC is on 268 meters,
it "stood by" during the broadcast of
the World Series so that the least
selective set could get it.

WEEI

is

silent Saturdays

so

that

there will be one day when it will be
sure to bother no one. WBZ rebroadcast the opening program and WNAC
stood by. Cooling at a time near the
opening of the Radio Conference, at
Washington, it did much to show what
intelligent and open -hearted co-operation could du without regulation.
The doctors have pronounced me a
hopeless addict to radio, but they say
that I am slowly recovering from the
terrible DX fever. Possibly the cure
is due in part to WEFT. Who knows?

Welcome! Newcomers
in Radio
(Continued

from

Page

gl

difficulty was in the tapping of the

variocoupler and drilling decent looking semicircles for the various switch
points. This was a job which proved
the undoing of many a novice.
I have accordingly commissioned
nur contributing editor, W. Francis
Goodreau, to take all of the favorite
old-time hook -ups and simplify them

just

as much as possible.

Mr. Goodreau's first article appears
in this issue. He has taken one of the
most efficient of the old circuits -the
double circuit with the variometertuned plate -and has so adapted it to
modern instruments that all of this
bother of drilling circles for tap con-
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tacts and all of the trouble of wiring
up these taps are done away with.
Mr. Goodreau will from time to
time take others of these atandaid
sets and simplify them in the same
way. These are not new circuits and
we do not wish people to think that
we are asserting that they are. They
are merely the best of the old ones
simplified to meet the demands of today's novice in radio.

nízed

,ZUctlity -t=:3:_íly

Let me give a little word of warning to the novice who is going to
handle these sets. Read the articles
which we publish from time to time
about radiation. Most of these regenerative sets will radiate badly if
they are not carefully handled.
Read Brainard Foote's article in
this issue; read David Grimes' article;
read my editorial about the superheterodyne.
To he strictly consistent in my viewpoint on radiation, I suppose I ought
to refuse to publish hook -ups of sets

YPE 247-H

I

reareii Condenser
Price '5"

that will cause any more bedlam on
the air. I would be very well pleased
to take that attitude if I could only
offer nonradiating hook -ups which
are equally simple and easy for the
novice to build.

Unfortunately, I cannot do this. I
think the only thing to do is to meet
this demand of the novice by giving
him the regenerative circuit and then
refer him to Mr. Grimes' articles on
how he can later take that same circuit and turn it into a still more effi-

cient one which will not radiate. I
have about come to the conclusion
that this is the line of progress which
the average novice will take.
The
And this is only natural.
beginner taking his first faltering
steps in radio is not at all sure of
his ground. He wants to feel his way
very carefully and be sure that he is
stepping upon a firm foundation before he attempts to walk fast or to
run.
Consequently we must let him go
ahead with the very simplest kind of
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Practicability

circuit until

he becomes accustomed to
Then, if all goes well, I hope

its use.
he will join the rapidly expanding
ranks of radio fans who have some
consideration for their fellow -men and
who will go to a little extra expense
and a little extra trouble in order to
fix their sets so that they will not be
a nuisance to their entire neighbor-

'
I

hood.
I very gladly welcome all of these
thousands of new radio fans. I promise that, if they will not be dis-

couraged by their first troubles, they
will very soon consider themselves
radio experts and they will then enter
upon a game which is more fascinating, more profitable, more entertaining, more educational, and more far
reaching in its influence than any
other offering that science has yet
given us.
Oddly enough, coincident with this
demand of the novice conies an
equally unmistakable demand for me
to go still farther into the technical
atmosphere of radio than we originally intended to go with this magazine.
This shows quite conclusively
that those who started with us as
beginners two years ago are now well
advanced, that they have learned the
scientific fundamentals of radio and
perhaps some of its mathematics and
that they now want to be kept fully
informed of the advances being made
in the more technical aspects of it.
I will meet this demand in the
next issue by starting in the hack
part of the magazine a new department, "For the Advanced Student."
This department will contain each
month the best and most comprehensive technical articles that I can get.
These articles will be over the heads
of the novice, but they are designed
only to meet this second demand of
which I speak.

.

than General Radio parts, which
are scientifically designed by radio

In selecting articles kg-Christmas
giving, those who choose with the
true Yuletide Spirit consider acceptability and practicability.

engineers.
A set built with General Radio parts
is your unfailing assurance of qual-

To the radio builder who knows the
necessity of good apparatus, nothing is more acceptable and practical

ity reception. Ask the man who
has built one

A BIGGER AND

RADIO IN THE HOME

BETTER

BOOK AT HALF THE PRICE

$1.00
THE YEAR

Commencing with the November issue the subscription rate to Radio in the
GI
Home is reduced to
Sixty -four pages of useful and interesting facts about radio every month from the
pens of the greatest radio authorities.
GRIMES-HARK NESS -NEELY -FLEW ELLI N G-GOODR E AU-FOOTE
!

and Others
Subscription

Ord

Slunk un

t
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No Wonder the Kiddies Love Her
(Continued From Page 31)

beauty contest down in Long Island,
and so it became her mission to appear in the intercity contest at Atlantic City.
Perhaps "Miss Philadelphia" did
win the prize, but you should have
heard the cheers as "Miss Coney
Island" appeared on her float in a
violet silk bathing suit, on which
orange fishes, handpainted by Samuel Russell, swam, while stretched

This is her first appearance on the
stage and so signal is her success
that she has been given two things
which practically never come into
the possession of a novice in a musiThe first is a 'bit"
cal comedy.
that longed -for prize of every new
actress! She does one of the comedy
sketches of the show with Al K.
Hall, and she has eighteen Tines all
to herself!

-

Satisfaction

,

of'
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Perfect Rece/ t i oli

i

AAn
Pe-

evening of re,niniçençe with the
radio, < h.rih.d
morte 'ermined by
songs
of
younger
days school- -and
sweethearts -and
shady
lanes -song,
long unsung but not forgotten. scenes of
,h present an orch
speech
perfectly received with no distortion to
ma, their full enjoyment.
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Manufacturers of
Translorme,.
Rll Ringing Translormer
Sien Lighting Transformers
automobile Ignition Coils
lump Spak- -Molre and
Break Cafe
lb/ Burner I ,t,o,e (bd.
bur n
and Oil Rurner
Radio

That -. the work of Jefferson Trans.
formerai Perfect reproduction of the
voice or Instrument with the natural tones
faithfully pr
ed.
Full. smooth ampli
tion over the entire musli al
ange
Radio tans the wow Id over will attest as
to these Jefferson qualities.

Sud, excellent performance
but the
natural outgrowth of over ss 20 years
specialization in the perfection and
inanufeture of highgrde t ra nslor niers

Jettison

I

ranformer.

eet

mate bed

specifications t
You have
advantage of the beat transformer
that science and engineering can pro
duce. at a most nominal price.
net ruction
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rezone Instruments
Toy Transformers
Auto Transformer.

Sold

by

tnbutors
Writer for our lutist booklet ysr,ny information on
h tr to srrure proper urn
plitfrnfion. It's pee.

all reputable dealers and d,s-

Jefferson Electric

-

Mfg. Co.
442 S. Green Street. Chicago

r
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.Transformers
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RUBICON

Pure tones and full -voiced volume can b. had only
ss Ith Push -Pull amplification.
A awxl speaker unmated fr
. pair of ltFRICON Duplex traunfonue,s
leaves nothing to br desired. lt'a the Duplex winding
Fr.. Falter Tells Why
Your copy of The Inald, Story ready to mall
Just send name and address on a postal.

Misa Leonard, as "Miss Coney Island," in the recent Atlantic City

Beauty Pageant

I

Duplex. pair.
tested for halanre
Audh. Irequ.nc r .. X0.00
Radio Frrque,,r ...$C.00

ál2

RUBICON COMPANY
918 Victory Building

Philadelphia, Pa.

HARKNESS REFLEX
The circuit that put efficient radio within the reach of all. Mr.
Harkness has now developed n still more efficient moderate-priced
circuit known as the Harkness Counterflex. All developments of
this system are now found exclusively in Kadin in the Hnme

KENNETH HARKNESS
is une of our Associate

Editors, and wl

ether publicatiIn.

behind her was an enormous scarf,
decorated in a similar manner, so that
the fish swam from the scarf to her
A sight for Old
and back again.
Neptune himself!
While the girls were in Atlantic
City, as many as cared to were lb
vited to broadcast from WIP, and
Agnes, plus her mother and her
ukulele, accepted the invitation. So
well did they like her that they asked
her to return that night and "Uncle
Wip" surrendered his time, so that
the little Philadelphians and their
neighbors might enjoy her.
The best part, however, is yet to
come. If you've been so unfortunate
as never to have heard Agnes's voice
over the radio and you failed to see
her on her float in Atlantic City, you
may still see her at the Music Box in
New York, where she is appearing in

Earl Carroll's "Vanities."

Eighteen lines! 'Just imagine that.

You remember that the chorus girl
in the "Gold Diggers" was proud

enough with two.
And her other valuable possession
is a "term -of- the -show"
contract
which ordinarily is given only to the

principals.
In spite of all this success and
popularity, the studios have not lost
Agnes for good. She is only waiting

until the "Vanities" have settled down
for the winter and extra rehearsals
are over and then once more the kiddies will hear her sing her little lul-

laby as she rings off:
"! know a lady, all dressed in white,
She'll come to visit you, maybe to-

night;

She flies on rainbow wings,
She brings the nicest things!
As soft lullabies she sings
The dream angel, Night."

-
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The Slant of the Trade
on Radio
RADIO PROPERLY BELONGS
IN MUSIC STORE, DECLARES
SECRETARY OF TRADE BODY
Omaha, Neb.. Nov. 20.

coNTRARY to what manufacturers

lJ uf phonographs, pianos and other
musical instrument manufacturers expected, radio is proving to be a boon
to the music industry, in the opinion
of Matt J. Kennedy, of Chicago, secretary of the National Association of
Music Merchants, who has been in

Omaha for the golden anniversary
celebration of the A. Hospe Music
Cumpany, of this city.
Radio is educating thousands of
people every day to understand and
to appreciate music better, Mr. Kennedy believes, and he says this will do
more just now to increase the profita
of the music merchants than anything
eke.
"Unfortunately, music men were
slow to grasp the opportunity offered
by radio," he declared, "but now
hardly a music store can he found that
does not have its radio department.
The radio properly belongs in the
music store, because primarily it is
a musical instrument. I believe the
time is not far away when the hulk of
the radio business will be handled and
sold right along with phonographs and
pianos.

"With the advent of the phonograph coming, promoters of grand
opera shuddered at the thought of how
grand opera would suffer. It was
argued that when people could buy a
Caruso or other opera record for a
dollar and could play it over and over
in their homes without additional cost,
they would not pay $2 or $3 to see
and hear the artist in person.
"It. worked just oppositely. People
played the records in their homes,
learned to appreciate grand opera, and
the result was that grand opera was
popularized. As une Chicago promoter said, 'Grand opera was taken
out of the blue book and put in the
telephone book.'
"The same thing is true in the radio
situation. The music dealers profit
every time a radio fan learns to hum
a popular or grand opera tune."
The Radio Corporation of America
has selected Omaha as the city in
which it will stage its radio educational exposition from November 10
to 15, inclusive. The Omaha municipal auditorium, with 7000 feet of fluor
space, will be utilized. A portable
broadcaster will he set up und operated from the stage of the auditorium
during the week. Hal Edwards, in
charge of the McGraw Company, jobbers for the Radio Corporation in this
territory, is making the local arrangements.
As in other cities, an admission of
twenty -five cents will be charged to
the exposition, and any money above
actual expenses will be donated to
charity.
An idea of what one of the largest
sf the Mid- West's jobbers thinks of
prospects in this territory can be

gained from the fact that following
the first Omaha radio show the Nei raska Buick Company put in an order
for a carload of radio sets and radio
a p ^aratus. The majority of this order
w8- placed with the Zenith company.
J. W. Sherry, in charge of the company's radio department, says the Ni'
b raska Buick was the first company
tie country to buy a trainload of
¡t,:mobiles and first to buy a carload
,,,' )sdios. Mr. Sherry is endeavoring

to "sell" his company officials the idea
of installing a broadcasting station.

The Keno Four, n local quartet. well
known to radio listeners of both stations WAAW (Omaha Grain Ex.
change) and WOAW (Woodmen of
the World), are being given the bulk
of the credit for bringing the 1925
convention of the American Legion to
Omaha. At the recent convention in
Minneapolis the quartet was dubbed
"Omaha's Mounted Quartet" after
they had ridden about the town on
horseback singing the praises of
Omaha.
As a reward the Omaha Post of the
American l.tgion -Past No. 1 -and
incidentally the largest post in. the
world, made the Kenos its official

AIR -WAY No. 51, 5 -Tube

quartet.

Omaha Musicians' Association, Local
No. 70, recently voted almost urani
mously to lift its ban which prohibited
members from playing over the radio
without the union scale of wages.
The han was :n force during the summer months. Those who sponsored
the movement which resulted in the
ban being lifted argued that the members could not afford to do without
the advertising offered by radio.
There is a decided trend in this section toward the manufactured set
idea. With the multitude of new circuits on the market, dealers and others
interested are hesitant in advising
prospective customers what to build,
and the result is that more and more
manufactured sets are being sold day
by day. One of the big wholesale
houses here is three weeks behind in
its orders at the present time.

Two stages tuned transformer radio frequency.
detector, and two stages transformer coupled audio
frequency amplification.
Offered without reservation as a set that will
give general satisfaction to all broadcast listeners,
regardless of previous radio experience.
Price, as illustrated, $125.00.
Also furnished in handsome Console type cabinet of solid walnut. Price $375.00.

All distant signals come to any set. but they will
not fight their way in through unnecessary losses
and high resistances.
AIR -WAY Receivers are the last word in LOW
Loss construction and tuned radio frequency amplification, and build up the weakest signals to pleasing
audibility.
Oscillation is perfectly controlled and all extraneous noises eliminated without neutralizers or
complicated adjustments.

ST. LOUIS DEPARTMENT STORE
GIVES ITS SLANT ON RADIO
AND HOW THE PUBLIC BUYS
By STUART C. MAHANAY
ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 20.

AIR -WAY Receivers meet every demand of
exacting -in Tone, Selecand outward Appearance.
selected American Walnut
harmonizes with all period

the most fastidious and
tivity. Distance, Volume
Cabinets are five -ply
of soft -toned brown that
furnitui e.

FEW dealers there are who seem
completely "sold" on the merits of
the super -heterodyne. There was one.
however, who gave it his unstinted
praise.
"Its great advantage," he said,
-

"lies in its selectivity and range when
operating with a loop."
Another
talking point he made was its simplicity in tuning. IIia chief objection to
the neutrodyne type of receiver was
made on the grounds that the third
dial made tuning awkward. He said
that the neutrodyne was first in popularity last season, but this fall would
see the super -heterodyne ''first in
everything " -referring, of course, to
public opinion and sales -both as to
parts and complete receivers.
An interview with the radio salesman in one of the large department
stores disclosed the following facts:
That department stores have a much
greater demand fur complete receivers
than parts; that many of the sets sold
are bought on "charge accounts";
that the buying public displays
notable interest in the "service"
rendered in connection with the installation and guarantee of satisfaction with every complete receiver
sold; that with few exceptions, women seldom buy expensive sets; and
when they do, the purchase is not
made until after every type, make and
model has been given a thorough inspection; that customers of the
masculine persuasion usually make
their selection after seeing only une
or two models.
The salesman said that unusual in(Continued on rage 66)

AIR -f$'AY
No. 4I, 1 -Tube

(

One stage of tuned
transformer coupled

radio frequency, detector. and two stages
transformer c o u p l e d
audio frequency amplifilb,, cation.
A set that meets all
receiving conditions, all
market conditions and all individual requirements. There is no set
on the market for 1025 that will compare with No. 41 for less
than double the price.
A demonstration will convince the most critical observer.
Price $65.00.
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FILTER YOUR
RADIO PROGRAMS
B -T LIFETIME CONDENSER
You wouldn't drink impure water! Then why be satisfied
with a jumble of stations when a B -T Lifetime Condenser
will filter your reception and give you- greater selec-

\

tivity, longer distance, stronger signals, easier tuning.
The B -T plate shape spaces the stations uniformly over
the dials instead of bunching them at the lower end.
Each wave length has its own particular channel.

-

The same simplicity and efficiency characterizes the B-T
Low Loss Tuner. Both types have the improved B -T
windings, skeleton frame and adjustable untuned primary
that insure low losses and unusual selectivity.

Place your order for these B -T parts with your dealer
today and get the best out of your set.
The 8th edition of "Better Tuning," a
profusely illustrated booklet of hook -ups,
construction and general information is
now ready. Send 10 cents for a postpaid copy. If it isn't worth more we'll
return your money.

Bremer -Tully Mfg. Co.
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MPROVISE -PAC ENTIZÊ

MANY readers have toritten
In flint they get a very
high squeal in using the inverse
duplex neutrodyne. This puzzled
me for a long while until I consuited Mr. Grimes, and we decided

that various methods of individual
wiring introduced various capacities into the circuit. Mr. Grimes
offers the following suggestion:
If your inverse neutrodyne gives
this high squeal, there is one
change you can make. In the diagram of apparatus given in September at the top of page 11 in the

SXP -Style Wire-Up, you will find
a small Axed condenser numbered
21. In the list of parts, this is
given as .001 m /d. 1/ you have
that value condenser there, try a
.005.
This latter is the value
given by Mr. Briggs in his schematic diagram on page 10.
H. M. N.

Plate alignment is not disturbed when you adjust for
wear or friction -the B -T 2 -step, thrust type, lubricated bearing takes care of that.
Losses are too low to be measured. The appearance is
attractive -the workmanship beautiful No wonder
every one says, "Good for a Lifetime."

1G

Further Notes on the In verse
Duplex Neutrodyne
By JOHN De Q. BRIGGS

with a

Typo
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SINCE the publication iii the September number of Kadin in lhr
Home of the description of my "Inverse Duplex Neutrodyne," almost all
my spare time and some that has
not been spare -has been spent on a
series of careful experiments with
this circuit. with a view to determining two things. First, to find out by
direct comparison the range, clearness and tone-quality of this circuit
beside the best superheterodyne I
could build. Second, to settle in my
own mind whether the changes in the
circuit that Mr. Neely made in his
article were a real improvement over
my published circuit. I am giving
the following notes on the results
of this experimentation for what
they may be worth to other experimenters who care to check up on their
results.
For convenience in referring to the
three sets. I shall designate them as
follows: Set No. 1, a very carefully
built and adjusted seven -tube superheterodyne, using 201 -A tubes, 50
volts on the two detectors, 100 volts
on the other tubes. Set No. 2. my
original Inverse Duplex Neutrodyne,
using 150 volta on the amplifying
tubes, and 7% volts, negative bias, on
all three of these tubes. Set No. 3, the
Neely version of my set, with such
modifications and changes as were
necessary as the tests proceeded. The
same 18 -inch loop (pictured in the
September number) was used on all
three sets, but when used with the
superhet it was coupled to a good outdoor antenna, which took one turn
round the loop and then went to the
ground, while with sets Nos. 2 and 3
no antenna or ground wire axed.
Using set No. 1 and set No. 2, the
former with antenna, six tubes, and
phones, the latter with loop. three
tubes and phones, the two were about
equal in volume. Set No. 2, however,
was very much clearer, and brought
in far less of the static and miscellaneous interference that had janimed the air those last weeks of September. In range, No. 1 was slightly
greater, but only slightly. It brought
in KGW (Portland, Ore.), and CYL
(Mexico City), which I could not get
hold of on Set. No. 2. Set No. 2, however, showed that it was no slouch on
distance by bringing in WBZ, KGO
and KLX.
Probably the antenna
made the difference with the other
two.

Adding the seventh tube to No. 1
and the fourth tube to No. 2, all

these stations came in well on the
Thorophone, comparing about as they
did on the phones with one less tulle.
All the testa were on disant stations.
WLAG, our local station. was closed
at the time. I might add that it is
possible to add still another stage of
push -pull power amplification to No.
2, but it is interesting only as an
experiment. Such terrific volume is
unpleasant and of no practical value.
However, I made it work with a Die tograph unit by grounding the shell
of the unit to kill howls.
In these tests set No. I used thirty fvs milliamperes of plate current,
while set No. 2 used exactly eleven
milliamperes. Food for thought for
superheterodyne advocates.
Set No. 3, before it was tamed and
adjusted, had more straight volume
than either No. 1 or No. 2. But as
the taming proceeded it was necessary
to lop off this volume little by little to
bring the output under control, and
now that the set is beginning to eat
out of the hand, it has become more
and more like No. 2. There is little
to choose between them.
In No. 3 half the secondary of an
old Ford spark coil serves as a choke
instead of the RF transformer, a
saving of $5 cash for about $10 labor
extracting the Ford coil. Otherwise
No. 3 is exactly like H. M. N.'s diagrams, celatsite and all.
You may remember Mr. Neely's assertion that no neutrodons were necessary in the circuit, and that the joke
was on me in that the set really
was not a neutrodyne. A month of
careful experimentation has convinced
me that the joke has landed in the
wrong place. Set No. 3 oscillated like
any ill -bred and ill- adjudged neutrodyne until the neutrodons were adjusted. This oscillation may be recognized (1) by a thump and the sudden
death of the signal you happen to be
listening to when the three dials bring
the circuits into resonance, and (2) by
distinct body capacity on the dials
under the above circumstances.
In this connection I had an amusing
experience with set No. 2. When Mr.
Grimes was in St. Paul not long ago
he came in and inspected No. 2, and
promptly disconnected both neutrodons. He said the set would work
just as well, and with more volume.
Unfortunately it was afternoon, and
there was no broadcasting on, hut
results with a buzzer signal seemed
to bear him out. I was almost convinced. But after just ten minutes of
listening that evening i had the neutrodons in again. Without them all
the low -wave stations came in with a
whistle, and the tone-quality was
ruined. So we'll still call the set an
Inverse Duplex Neutrodyne. (Of
course, removing a turn or two from
the primaries of the neutroformers
would stop the oscillation, but at the
cost of more loss of volume, I think,
than by the use of the neutrodons.)
Well, to return to No. 3. The neutrodons adjusted (it needn't be done
too exactly), the oscillations stopped
and the terrific volume of the set became somewhat more tractable. Then
came the question, "To shield or not
to shield ?" When the loop was parellel with the panel, that is, at right
angles to the plane of the neutroformers, all was well. When it wasn't,
all was very far from well. Even removing the loop six feet from the set
didn't eliminate the feedback. If the
magnetic field round a neutroformer
(Continued on Page et)
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Music is Immortal

'THE Earliest History

of Ilan Aas told to the strumming of primiHis war., defeats and triumphs are written in our

tive melody.
symphonies today.

Music will outlive our prevent system of radio a hundred
thousand years from now. Hut, until then. the RE
SIS'rANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIER -the only system
that does justice to the qualities that make music live
will he first among fans of discrimination.
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tnlpliftcation truly without distortion- reproduction that
auditively perfect -is the distinctive achievement of
the RAVEN SUPER AMPLIFIER illustrated below.
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for Christmas
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R'hrn he gets home at night he will alwa)s Mid his radio set ready to entertain
Ile has A battery charger which represents
!Still greater value than the charger he
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Sterling Rectifier.
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switch to the point on the dial marked
e volt "A" battery or 24. 48 or 72 stilt
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The Slant of the

If Your Set "Lisps"
Or if the tone is thick, or fuzzy. or
all the stations are jumbled upyou need this Variable Clarifying
Selector.
It get. in between stations like a
born peacemaker, and clean up the
tone to full brilliancy in a way that
amaze everyone.
It affords complete control of the
antenna
coupling. and replace
fixed and variocouplers, tapped
coils. aerial vanometer and other
aerial tuners.
It works alone in any standard
splendid comhook -up. and is

for our VT25, Variotransformer, which gives the Amplification of two fixed R. F. stages
without condensers. The Selector
is $7.00: the VT25 is $8.50. Send
for
panion

L+K Variable
Clarifying Selector, $7.00

FREE BOOK
L
complete

line.
I K
Greene Concert Selector hook -up.
(Joband other effective circuit..
bers, Dealers, write.)

showing

LANGFEIN +KAUFMAN
Iiigll Grade Inw Loss Tuning `Devices

Address Dept. R, 654 Grand Ave., New Haven, Conn.

A. GOOD condenser makes
ANY circuit better! You
need not look twice at a
MAR -CO CONDENSER
to see the evidence of
"leak-proof" precision.
MAK FIN- COPELAND COMPANY, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Trade on Radio
(Coottaued tram ewe.. nt)

tenet had been shown

in their two
models, which combined the Victor or
Sonora phonograph in the same console cabinet with the Federal radio receiving set.
In his opinion, his department had
comparatively few calls for parts and
accessories because the fan who was
constructing his own disliked to
"shop" at one store and then another
for his parts.

This brought out an interesting
point The time has almost arrived
for the specialisation of radio dealers.
In the future will they not confine
their merchandise either to complete
seta. perhaps with a repair or
"service " department for the upkeep.
or else deal exclusively in parts, accessories and only a limited number of
sets which, perhaps, may be of such
an unusual type that it would not pay
the other class of dealer to handle?
If so, would this not have a tendency
to divide the radio enthusiasts of the
land into "dial twisters" and experimenters? (Meaning by the first term,
those who confine their interest in
radio to "tuning in" the desired station, listening, then turning off the set
and interesting themselves in some
other form of diversion-and by the
second term, those who are the real
"radio bugs," whose chief interest
lies in experimentation with circuits
for the betterment, not only of quality
or signal strength alone, but of the
art as well.)
This radio salesman of the department store also brought out another
point on the side of human interest.
He said that not in a long time had
any one confessed to him that they
were utterly ignorant of radio and
that they wanted "a good set."
"Instead, he said, "they generally
have a pretty good notion as to the
kind of set-and circuit -they want.
They understand to a greater or less
degree, what may be expected from
each of the leading receivers on the
market, and they are reasonably well
versed in the nomenclature of technical radio terms. Quite the opposite
of what we encountered in the early
days of broadcasting," he concluded.
One St. Louis dealer attempted to
"start the business-ball rolling" by
offering a three -tube receiving set
complete with batteries, tubes, loud
speaker, aerial wire, insulators, lightning arrester, ground -clamp and connecting wire at a figure slightly less
than fifty dollars. This is the first
time, to the writer's knowledge, such
a "bargain" has been offered to the
St. Louis public and the results will
be watched with great interest.
Some very interesting figures were
obtained from one manager regarding
the percentage of business transacted
during the "on" and "off" seasons of
They are based on sales
the year
made during the last two years, and
while he says they are only approximate, they shed some valuable light
on the commercial side of the radio
industry.
Fifty per cent of the annual business was done during October, November and December.
Thirty per cent of the annual business was done during January,
February and March.
Twenty per cent of the annual business was done during April, May,
June, July, August and September.
Ire said that fifty per cent of the
last twenty per cent would be transacted during the early part of April
and the latter part of September.
Each interview with different dealers brought forth different speculations as to the probable effect on the
battery industry the advent of " 'B'
battery eliminators' would have.
Some held the opinion that until
these devices are available at a price
near to that at which battery rectifiers can now be purchased, they

would make little inroad into dry
Other merchants did
not believe them to be practical, while
one ventured the opinion that the
public would "wait until they could
buy one device which would supply
both plate and filament currents."
So much for the prognostications.
No deliveries, however, other than
dealers' samples have made their appearance in St. Louis, and one merchant said that since the sample had
been on his counter, he had lost six

battery sales.

sales by not

having any for delivery.

INVERSED NEUTRODYNE
PROVES TO BE BEST SET
THIS FAN EVER HANDLED
LEBANON, PA., Nbv.

13.

My dear Mr. Neely:

This letter is written so that

I

can

in a small measure show my appreciation of being made the owner of such
a wonderful set as the Inverse Duplexed Neutrodyne. I have in my
house Radio in the Home for every
month and I feel that I must buy it
from now on trying in that way to
repay you, Mr. Grimes and Mr.

Briggs.

I will not describe my set nor tell
what I have done with it since I have
finished it, for I found everything
acted as your article described in the
September number. I used all' parts
described except a Hammerlund condenser for National and as the radio
supply house sent me red instead of
brown Celatsite wire I used it, not
wishing to wait to exchange it.
It is a hard job not to make a set
correctly with your 3RP -style wireups and photographs. I soldered the
list wire at 10 o'clock four nights ago
and five minutes later was listening

to WBZ.
This town of Lebanon is very poor
for radio. I owned a fine factory made neutrodyne for one year and
only sold it a few months ago to my
brother who wanted a set after I
loaned it to him to give him an idea
of what to expect from radio. Well,
that was a good set but this is
better. I know that I can do anything on my loop that I did on the
6 -tube neutrodyne, and when I put an
aerial to this set I will get it or no

other person in the same spot will.
I only suggest that you mention in
your magazine that any person who

neutrodyns is foolish and reduces the efficiency of the set.
I receive most all my stations on
the eighth or ninth tap. I am never
bothered with my set feeding back
in the loop. This I don't understand,
more so since I have read your
article in the October number. I
have only had that feed back howl
once or twice and that in only one
direction, and by reversing the
This may be
loop it stopped.
because my set is not as sensitive
as your set. But 1 have never seen
any set as good as this one and 1 have
heard most all that are on the market
today. I had thought that it may be
due to my position in the room, but
uses

had no different trouble in my
mother's house a few blocks away.
I know this letter is too long and
you won't have time to read it, but I
felt that I had to thank you and Mr.
Grimes and Mr. Briggs. There is no
manufactured set that I would trade
for. I used square -type loop and as
I have no trouble separating WGN
(270), WGY (380), WTAM (390),
Louisville (400), why I am satisfied
-and I mean separated.
Well closing I must say it is a
shame that all radio fans don't know
the difference between your magazine
and what it contains and the other
magazines.
I am yours truly,
Guy C. Keeber.

Pages 57-60 are missing in the original.
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my brother, Merrill, our laboratory
assistant, to my home about 100 yards
away and had him tune in to my
house set which also operates on a
loop and which is not a superhetero-

the

greater distance
and redoes none,.
uohme,

se

URN -I

dyne.
Then, with the signals which we
always use in our radiation experiments, I operated one of these super hets and tuned about us the amateur
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set squeal and whistle as I passed
certain points, and whenever I did
find such a squealing point I squealed
with the prearranged signal. Later
my brother came back and reported
that every time I did that I entirely
wiped out any signals he was receiving on my home set. This was with
both sets working on indoor loops.
This experience ought to be very
significant for those who are operating
these home -made supers in apartment
houses. Every time you make your
own super squeal, Its it does when
your dials are passing certain points,
everybody in the apartment house is
very likely to hear that squeal even
more loudly in his own set than you
do in yours. This applies even when
you are working your super on an indoor antenna.
Now, let us see how very much
worse this is when we operate one of
these circuits on an outdoor antenna.
Here we face an even more difficult
problem than when we are operating

lator tube. This oscillator is always
oscillating. It is constantly sending
out a carrier wave which is exactly the
same as the carrier waves sent out by
various broadcasting stations. Thin
carrier wave is going out at radio
frequency and is not audible and does
not become audible until certain
things are done to it. This is so of
all radio -frequency carrier waves.
Super -heterodyne sets work by
means of imposing a "heat note" upon
this oscillating circuit or carrier wave
and these two waves, acting upon each
other, change the total of the wave
into whatever frequency is provided
for by the intermediate transformers
of the super -heterodyne set. Lct us
assume, then, that our intermediate
frequency is 30 kilocycles.
Now we tune in a certain broadcasting station with our super -het
coupled to the outdoor antenna. We
do not have any squeals because we

are sitting down comfortably listening to a whole evening's program from
the station. Everything is coming in
beautifully; we hear no squeals, no
howls, no whistles, and we are quite
satisfied that we are enjoying radio
and that we are not annoying anybody
else.

What is really happening?
Our oscillator, constantly sending
out n carrier wave 30 kilocycles above
or below the station we are listening
to, is now coupled to the outdoor antenna and by this means is able to
radiate that carrier wave for several
miles around us.
As I have said, this carrier wave is
of such high frequency that it in not
audible. But suppose that John Jones,
down the street, wants to tune in a
station on another wave length and
the wave length of that station happens to be anywhere from one-half
to five kilocycles above or below the
carrier wave which we are sending
out.
As soon as his receiver strikes the
correct carrier wave for that station. the oscillations in his own receiver on the frequency he is going
to receive,

heterodyne or

"

"beat note

with our super -heterodyne carrier
wave and he gets a constant whistle
in his receiver which he cannot possibly tune out as long as he stays on
the station he wants to get and we
stay on the station which we are receiving.
The indoor loop does not radiate sufficient energy on an ordinary carrier

wave to make this interference felt by
anybody except the very closest
neighbors. In fact, I imagine that a
man would have to be in the nert
apartment to you or on the next floor
above or below you in order to get it
and then it would probably not ht
strong enough to cause a very great
deal of annoyance.
But the moment the super- heterodyne is coupled to an outdoor antenna
the radiating power is enormously increased and then the set becomes a
nuisance to everybody within a mile
or two who happens to tune in within
a 5000 -cycle wave length of the oscillator.
Won't you, then, consider your
neighbors when you are using a homemade super- heterodyne outfit? Until
long after the ordinary broadcasting
is over, please do not couple your
super -het to the outdoor antenna. Use
your indoor loop. This, with a good
super-heterodyne will give you everything that any reasonable man can
ask in radio during the ordinary
broadcasting hours.
If you want to indulge in the fascinating game of hunting distant
stations, you'will then, of course, want
to hook up to your outdoor antenna
to get the ultimate distance, although,
of course, no super- heterodyne gives
decent quality on an outdoor antenna.
Still you want the distance just for
the fun of it.
You must then consider yourself in
the same category with the transmitting amateurs. As soon as you couple
to the outdoor antenna, you really
become a transmitting station, and,
as a good sport and a good citizen,
you should observe the same rules
that govern the transmitting amateurs. You should remain silent until
after ordinary broadcasting hours

are over.

Radio engineers are now working
toward the superheterodyne which
will have some sort of device in it to
prevent this radiation.
It will be
here very soon.
Meanwhile, go ahead and get all of
the joy you can out of your super, but
be a good sport and let me enjoy my
radio programs until at least eleven
o'clock at night.
After that the air belongs to everybody, and I myself will probably be
radiating just as badly as you will in
the fascinating hunt tor distant stations.

New Studio Ready for
WLW's Super-Power
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Every Radio Fan
Should Have
This Book
Prie. Only

LKE a little radio encycloptedia. this I. t'. 8.
Raise tlandhook 1s packed
is ilk et/Mlle. sound Information useful to everybody from beginner to
veteran harts- bulled owl.
It starts with simple exof radio
planation
phenomena and leads you
along gently until you can
understand the moat terhnicnl diagram.
You may dip into it at
random. or hunt up ape -
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(Continued Frew Page 54)

broadcasting. As we know, great artfists are temperamental, and the surroundings of the new WI.W studios
are important for this reason. There
is a color scheme in the surroundings
which teems with the artistic atmosphere. Artists want tu be un the programs so as to have the proper setting for their of Brings.
One finds a combination of the old
world and the new as one enters the
auditorium which is joined to the two
studios. A partition of plate glass
divides the auditorium from the solo
and ensemble studios, with swinging
doors at each end for the use of the
artists who broadcast. The visitors
remain in the auditorium where two
amplifiers, connected with the broadcasting esluipment, permit the work
of the artists to be heard.
The solo studio and office of the director is large enough to hold a small
group of musicians. A Baldwin piano
and celeste are used in this studio.
An old bronze lamp vies with one of
modern design for decorative effect
while tapestries adorn the walls. A
swinging door leads into the ensemble
studio and another into the control
room while a third is for use as an
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entrance to the auditorium. The floors
are of hardwood, covered with Oriental rugs, and the woodwork is solid
mahogany.
No other broadcasting studio equals
the arrangement of the ensemble
studio. This largo rbotn can accommodate a military bailed or large orLarge divans with soft,
chestra.
springy cushions are against the
walls. Several chairs of antique design and high bacls, ,lend a touch of
dignity to the drared walls. A large
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matter

what

style of
Radio Receiver you prefer
"('nilite" coils will give you
greater selectivity, distance,
volume and quality.
1

A

set manufactured in

Phil-

adelphia using "Coilite" Coils
in a 2 -tube Reflex brings in
California stations on loud
speaker.

Ask your dealer for "Coilite"
Coils fur Neutrodyne, Reflex or
three circuit tuners.
or it' rite:

Temple
Instrument Co.
Federal St.
Camden, N. J.
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mote places.
The familiar red signal light is no
more. In its place the Crosley engineers have developed a new microphone stand. Upon a small circular
stand rests the microphone, hut. in
the stand there is a system of illuminated signs to inform the artist
when to "Prepare" and when to
"Broadcast." By illuminating these
signs automatically, the voice of the
announcer or artists is carried into
the air by the turn of a switch. No
longer will it he necessary to ask the
audience to "wait a minute" while one
artist prepares for his turn following
that of a fellow broadcaster, for the
two studios have done away with
this. A demonstration of the rapidity
of this system was made on the night
of the dedication when twelve things
were given from both studios without a loss of a second between them.
Development in radio broadcasting
is going on and when the new high
power five -kilowatt WLW transmitter is placed in operation, it will
be possible for Marconi in Italy to
henr its inaugural ceremonies from
Harrison, Ohio, some twenty -five
miles from the Crosley studios.

Further Notes on
the Inverse Duplex
Neuf rod yne
((anW.u.d Front rose 31)
in color, I think the air
would be blue for some fifteen feet in
every direction. Anyway, what is the
use of a loop fifteen feet from a set?
So I shielded the whole cabinettop, sides, ends and bpttom- with
sheet copper. Had already shielded
the panel. Grounded all these shields
to the positive A, and shellacked thin
paper all over them to guard against
short circuits by accidental contacts.
The shielding cut another generous
slice off the volume, but there was
plenty left. Contrary to my expectation, it did not broaden the tuning.
The set still separates KHJ and
WTAM (five meters apart) perfectly.
Also, the loop now roosts innocuously
and conveniently on top of the set.
(Note: When neutralizing a set in

-were visible

a

shielded .:abinet, close the lid after

December, 1924

each slight change in the position of

-METALN

the neutrodons.)
a

The next problem was to eliminate
lovely howl from the last stage of

Swapping conaudio amplification.
tacts on the primary of the last transNeither did
former did no good.
Putting a ground
swapping tubes.
wire on the positive "A" stopped the
howl -and changed the tuning. Not a
satisfactory solution anyway, since
this set should work without antenna
or ground. But raising the value of
the bypass condenser numbered 21 in
the diagram-the one next the potentiometer, cured the trouble completely.
Now, having if fairly tame, tractable set, with stations satisfactorily
logged from coast to coast to the
number of about forty, I set out to
disprove Mr. Neely's italicized dictum
that grid bias should not be used on.
tubes carrying RF amplification. Had
been using 100 volts, with the "C"
battery in the grid return of the last
tube only. Changed the grid return
from "F" on the first two audio transformers from its original destination,
which was the negative "A," over to
the negative "C," so that the negative
bias was on all three amplifying
Raised the plate voltage to
tubes.
150. Raised the "C" battery to seven
and one -half volts.
Result, wonderful. Try it! More
volume, smoother tone. May be theoretically wrong, but it works.
A few words about using antenna
and ground. You may use both by
putting one turn of wire loosely round,
the loop and fastening the antenna to
one end and the ground to the other.
The tuning will be a little broader,
and consequently easier. Not n had
scheme when you are trying to locate
station readings on a new set. But
the volume, of which you have plenty

and to spare already, will he much
greater, so that the net result is to
overload the amplifying tubes, necessitating carrying the tap- switch
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I don't recommend an antenna, except perhaps to bolster up a
poor detector tube.
There is something to be said, however, for the use of a ground alone.
Just connect a ground -wire to one
end of the above- mentioned single
turn, leaving the other end free. This
does away with much of the directional effect of the loop, and gives a
little more volume on very distant
stations. The lose of directional effect is of little consequence, since the
set is so sharply selective anyway.
An inverse duplex is no bettor than
its detector tube. And in this circuit
the plate voltage used un your particular tube makes an immense difference. Try every plate voltage from
16i4 to 221/4, carefully readjusting
the filament to just below the hissing
point after each change. You will
probably find one plate voltage immeasurably better than all the others
for each tube you try, and it may not
be the saine with any two.
I have
tested thirteen of these tubes in the
week,
last
and should grade just two
of these as Al. Found one that needed
thirty -five volts to function at all.
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Htlernt ed
.erml
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Sc ..,.I.

St Louis

.ROSS-Gould co

lower.

This is a very fair description of
the kind of careful, patient experimenting necessary to get the best
out of a super -sensitive radio circuit.
It is absorbing and fascinating work.
The inverse duplex neutrodyne is not
quick and easy to build and adjust,
and no set so sensitive and selective
is quick and easy to tune for Iongdistance work.
But, the adjusting
and tuning mastered, you have u set
with all the range you want, tone quality to challenge all comers (homemade or commercial), and all the volume it's decent to let loose in a civilized neighborhood.
I should be very glad to hear from
other experimenters who have tried
out this circuit.
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The Real Low Loss Coil
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COAST COUPLER CO.
MOnulaeturrra and Dealers

East Seventh Street
Long Beach, California

GRIMES
and His
Famous

INVERSE- DUPLEX
SYSTEM
are found exclusively

in 'Radio
David Grimes is
one of our Associate Editors
and writes for no other publication.
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Dept. R, New Haven, Conn.
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Radiotron WD-11
The ideal
dry cell tube.

Give Radiotrons
ir Chrwmag

peek into any radio fan's set -and you
know what to give him for Christmas. Note the
type of Radiotron he uses. Go to any radio store
and when you buy, look for the name RADIO TRON and the RCA mark. Then you are sure
to be giving him genuine Radiotrons. And mighty
sure to be giving him the gift for a Merry Christmas.

Take
ra..u....lrt.l

4...l.

pr...

It isn't a genuine WD-11
unless It's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine WD11
Radiotron.
unless it's
a genuine 1.1V-199
unless u't a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine U V.200
unless it's a Radiation.
It lsn a gtnui,.eU V 2O1 a
unless it's a Radioton.

It nn 't

i

a

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Offices
10 So. La Salle Street. Chicago,
233 Broadway, New York
28 Geary Street, San Francisco. Cal.

Ill.

Radiotron
REG. U. S. PAT.

OFF.

FADA Neutrola
Five tube FADA
Neutrodyne, with
selfcontained loud
speaker. Genuine
mahogany, arils.

ticIly
decorated
with wooden Inlay.
for

Ample space
all batteries

and

charger. Drop desk
lid that lodes receiver when not in
Prr r (exclusive of ube and
use

batteries

i

$220.

Natural tone quality
2uonderful Zolume with a FADA Neutrola.
"Neutrola," FADA has
produced a radio receiver that possesses every essential to your complete enjoyment of radio. It is a
new and better designed five -tube
Neutrodyne set, refined to give
the most faultless reproduction of
music and voice. You can, without
exaggeration, imagine yourself in
the very presence of the musicians
and artists.
Selectivity is but one remarkable
feature of the "Neutrola." With
powerful local broadcasting stations operating, the "Neutrola" cuts
through them and brings in
outside stations, hundreds 11-*
of miles away, on the loud
IN THE

F.

A. D.

ANDREA, INC.,

speaker with minimum interference.
The "Neutrola" cabinet is of genuine mahogany, inlaid with a lighter
wood. A decorative grill covers the
built -in loud speaker, and a drop
desk lid hides the panel when the
set is not in use. The "Neutrola"
is fitting company to the finest furniture in the home.
In addition to the "Neutrola"
there are other FADA Ncutrodyne
receivers in sizes and styles to meet
every desire; three. four and five
tube receivers in plain and art cabinets at prices ranging from $75 to
$295, each extraordinary in
results; each a remarkable
value.
1581 JEROME

FADA One Siaty
No. 180 -A
"The receiver that ha
taken the country by
storm." The best known
of all Neutrodyne.
Four

Price (less tubes.
hatterias. etc.) $120
tubes.

.r

FADA Neutra Junler
No 195

Three -tube Neutrodyne. A
wonderful performer. Price

(le
$75

tube.. batteries. etc.)

,rp

t1

I

Ito,

AVENUE, NEW YORK

][1-1Tx
nadto

FADA Neutrola Grand
No. 18590 -A
The five tube Neutral.
185 A. mounted nn FADA
-

Cabinet Table No.

100 -A

Price (lest tubes. be,
teries. etc.)

$2

